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Ma.in·tenance Task Force 
cites lack of efficiency 
--~~~ By RnA scuoL:NL·•:J.Il · · d 11 r . .- - mamtame oor on campus." Vene- territory. . 
. N-• Stall Writer . tian blinds were broken, closet doors Tom attributed much of the lack 
Mention of maintenance to many did not work, walls and rugs were of cleanliness to students residing in 
students on campus invites chuckles damaged, sinks and showers leaked, the halls during July and August 
and nostalgic stories of "that time· light fixtures were damaged and after the summer cleaning service 
when 1 was replanting my pots showers had no curtains. (The list had completed their job. A period of 
and ... " Maintenance, in these tales, goes on.) only three weeks rem·ains between 
is cast in theroleofwhite knight with Rick H u lefeld, Freshman the end of summer sessions and the 
charging steed. However, mention of Program .Director, conducted a beginning of fall semester. Kuhlman 
maintenance can also invite stories thorough cleaning of Brockman is available the entire three weeks for 
of disappointment which conjure a Hall with his entire staff before stu- Cleaning while some wings on 
mental image q~ite unlike that ofthe dent arrival. Husman are only available for less 
white knight. ln. order to paintatrue Joe Koterski, Marion Hall Direc- than a week and a half. Brockman is 
and comprehensive picture of tor, submitted a statement of com- generally available all summer. 
maintenance, the Student Senate plaint against maintenance to the In order to investigate. dorm clean-
Maintenance Task Force was task force. At the beginning of up, the task force interviewed Steve 
organized in. Septeqtber. Their September. Koterski arrived to find Young, a student who worked for 
report was released Feb. 23. Marion -an ·"uncleaned, poorly· maintenance. over the· summer. 
The task force. composed of Mike attended building:'' Although the Young began his statement; "llaugh 
Brown (chairman), Matt Habash front lobby was· clean the rest· of the now when I look back on the college 
and Maureen BUJ:ke; was formed by rooms . were left 'unattended and work-study assignment given me 
· Senate in response' to complaints by 'many ·were littered in a. far worse before 1 accepted my work-study job 
dorm residents on the conditions of. way than he had leftthem' according with the maintenance dept, last 
.. , .. , ~Jtleii'. rtlofus ~nda general,l'ealization _to . ·Ko~tehkP~. · _·sta temenk.· Jm~: .. ;• .. summer:A_Mhe assignment .it.states, -·. • 
.. or aTacitor~tficle'n'Cyifiillaintenance · provements"request'ed: the prc:.viou'S"'~lfiir'Jqtns·reai\vork"<norbusfwork·J- ·c;···: _ ..... t!. ,-..: •• ::. ,:,: . -:::.:~~--.;;'i>f.·,;;~.rJ>:r:•• 
· service. A survey oflhe dorms was year ~ere not at!empted and · and will require you'to'work. Do not' 
·conducted by·the :c~mmitt~ 'after Koterskt ended up domg.nearly half · eXpect otherwise.' Nothing could 
which it was concluded that many the work ofcleaning and arranging have been further from the truth."-
rooms had. not ·been· properly the rooms himself. . Young spent a Jot of time reading 
prepared for student occupancy in The task force interviewed Dave in the library that summer-where 
September. Room items, considered Tom, Director of Housing, and Tom he chose to go after being told to "get 
essential by University policy, were · Stadtmiller, Business Manager, to lost for a couple of hours" by 
found missing ,or damaged. A answer these questions· of maintenance staff. The problem, ac· 
generaL)ack of cleanliness was maintenance inefficiency. Both ad- cording· to Young, was not that no 
obseryed~many rooms seemed un- ministrators emphasized the need work was needed to be done, just 
toucht:d over the summer according for further supervision of that "no work was done." Although 
to the report. maintenance services·· and better he would not condemn the entire 
Hall directors were contacted by communication procedures for maintenance 'staff, Young said, 
the committee for comment. Flavian fulfilling student . requests of "there are many being paid fordoing 
Be~ker,'Husman Hall Qirector, told maintenance. The limited budget almost nothing.'' · 
the task force that maintenance was provided for maintenance was given This investigation by the task 
not a major problem in Husman. He responsiblity for much of the force resulted in a number of 
found the rooms satisfactory and at- . problem. Building increases have recommendations: , 
tributed missing items to· a rriix-up· taken place, but the budget has ~ot I. The task force recommended 
between single and double room been adjusted accordingly. that as more efficient program of 
assignments. H9wever, task force Therefore. the same amount or even summer maintenance be initiated. to 
member Maureen -Burke found se- fewer maintenance personnel are ex- alleviate problems encountered in· 
cond floor Husman the."most poorly . pected to service an expanded Maintenance to page _2 
Phi Alpha 
Theta· inducts 
new members 
By DON THEIS 
New• Quell Writer 
Phi. Alpha Theta. the Xavier 
history honor society, held their an-
nual initiation ceremonies Sunday, 
February .22, in the Hearth Room. 
New members to the society include: 
Barb Cushing, Greg Gruenwald, 
Joan Helmes, Herman Holthaus, 
Lou O'Neill. Susan Murray. Rich 
Russo, Mary Sullivan, Jerry Young, 
and Beth Ann Younger. 
' . .,.~ ;~ ..: { 
~-- ... '-··~:'1'~., '''?," .,: ... ~~ ·::r$ .. ' ., . " 
·""""- •• "~ , •. ,,;.Jio::J ~·A·,_:.~-_.... • 
' ' · • - ' Staff Photo by STEVE BEDELL 
Spring comes early to Xavier 
In the past week Xavier has enjoye_d one day after another of sunny, im· 
seasonabb• warm '-.•.:eather. · .· . . .. 
It's hard to stay inside-.and stuJ.i;;-.:;.:: · 
Youth views i,rl·politics, 
ed_ucation dlffer_ today 
(l.P.)-Politics became a quasi-· .transfonning morality into action. 
religion for the New Left, according "What these young people did was 
to Edward E. Ericson, dean of · to take .liberalism's unacknowledged 
academic affairs at Northwestern ··assumption that politics is the ul-
College, in his new. bo<:Jk "Radicals timate category of human concern 
in the University." He says, "Most of and follow. it to its logical conclu· 
the . young radicals came from . ~ sion; they made a virtual religion of 
families with high ethical and morat' it'., Politics iswhat they had instead of 
standards. But in most cases tilese· God ... It is when viewed as a moral 
standards had · be.corrie detached· forcihn~t the New Left is seen at its 
.. from traditionai'retfgi~11 as early as best. It was when morality took on 
their parents' generaflcin.- · ·"· the cloak· of radical politics that it 
· "Tne young. radicals generally disfigured itself. sometimes even to 
were acting on principles taught by the point of making the morality-The keynote speaker for the night 
was Dr. Wasif A_bboushi, political 
so:i'!r.ce professor at the University of 
Cincinnati. Dr. Abboush! spoke on 
the "Crisis in the American Univer-
sities," and stressed the importance 
of the need to develop the whole per-
son. 
t.heir elders rather than rebelling . appear ugly." . 
.r•~F-
' ••• ~;;::;;;;;;~~; against those principles. In most This religious analysis is conso· 11 · .. · .. · · cases. their.parents approve~ of.heir. 'nant with:(:wJJ~t.· has happened to 
iaE~GLE act-ivities. Most of these parents were many New.;:,-'.Eeftists since the 
The moderator for Phi Alpha • 
Theta is Mr. August Seher. 
Fres. hmen lOOk· younger every. year . , . .. .. .. . . .liberal or radical. The only rebellion movement's-orgailizational collapse. k · h row•mg m against parents was that against the he .adds: ·Many.~New·"Left leaders ' ·Becker son of Flavian and Ann Bee er, seems to ave a g.. ,:,, . , ~ - . ·' 
.an . oll~giate pursuits. A "regular" at theca/. Jan has shown a gro" mg : hypocrisy of __ !'_Ol'·always- drifted· into mystical· religions. es· 
terest m c . . . . Youth to page 7 
interest in academics. ' 
--~ 
. : .. • ~·: 
compiled by Joyce Schreiber 
An Inter-college Retreat involving Xavier, Miami, and U .C. 
students will be held March 19, 20, and 21 at the Jesuit Renewal Center 
in Milford. Ohio. The cost is $26.00, 'with the exception of X.U. 
students who pay only $23.00. The theme (or th!! retreat will be "Faith 
and Relationships." Interested students should contact Paul 
Friedrichs at the Renewal Center at 831~10. 
••• 
The Pied Piper Coffeehouse will be open this Saturday, March 6, 
beginning at 9:00p.m. with Ron Franz, followed by Charlie & Clem, 
Pun-Is-Meant, and, at midnight, Kathy Jilek. Enter through the back 
door of the Pied Piper House at 3868 Ledgewood Drive. Admission is 
free. 
••• 
If plans go smoothly, Americans may be able to watch sessions of-t 
Congress live on television by early next year. Though each House ses-' · 
sion- would not • be broadcast in its entirety,· the cameras arid · 
microphones would-record the entire session, permitting broadcasters· 
to cut in for live coverage or taping for delayed use as they wi~hed. The, 
Senate recommended earlier ~his year that a one-year experiment be 
tried, and four major networks - ABC, NBC, CBS, and Public 
Broadcasting -recently finished a feasibility study and experimental 
tests .in the House.ofReptesentatives. A recent public opiilion survey, 
conducted by the Roper Organization for the Television Information 
Office, showed that5~% _pf the public feel there should be,TV coverage 
of Congressional sessjoijs, .w-hile an additional 15% 'feel:'that there 
should be .coverage i>'LI!}aj<)r''Corigressional events only.·:: 
• • •• 
The Church editl~n7~i:th'e::C~tholidfWorker isavailable~·at:.ihe:-.e.ied 
'. . • . ... ' ·.• "~ I_. ·•· J .... •. ·:··. • . ', :- ·- _. -- '._. ,•, ~-.. 
I Piper. Stgp by and pi£k f!!IYa',cop~ if ~o dc;si~_ed • . ·· ;;; t ~:.;-if!!~ I . ... ••• 
For all you students not planning on going to the Xavier/ Marquette 
game this Friday night (March 5), or all you Faculty members rip~ 
playing bridge, the Xavier Players are holding their gala operiiiig night, 
complete with a reception immediately following, of the second show 
in the American Bicentennial season. The show is Shaw's The Devil's · 
Disciple, and they guarantee you've never seen anything like it. · 
. ... . 
Blue jean afficionados are paying more at the market these_days. In 
the past year, the price of a pair of blue jeans has created a shortage of 
cotton, the major ingredient in the denim, the Levi Strauss company .. 
reports. And the shortage of '<otton, ~ided by infl~t~on, has jack~ up 
the cost of bluejeans. Company officials don't ant1c1pate that a h1gher · 
price tag will keep custo!Ders away. "There's no end in sight," said one 
Levi Strauss employee, referring. to the sales potential of blue jeans. 
The jean look is so popular that Levi Strauss has expanded its • · 
sportswear line to include jumpers, skirts, trenchcoats, bathing suits, 
and - more recently - denim tuxedos. • 
... ' 
· Preparation of the second annual Special Negativism Issue_ of the 
News is getting underway. Successor to last year's completely-phoney 
twelve-page rag, Special Negativism Issue II will hit th~ s1and_s AJ?rill 
(yes, that's April Fools' Day), filled with artifi~ial · articles, 
pusilariirrious pictures, and outrageous ads. Anyone ·mterested in 
writing, photographing, or otherwise producing t~is ~arvel of idioc_y 
is invited to a meeting in the News office in the Umvers1ty Center, Fn-
day, March 5. at 1;30 p.m. 
r·----------~----------------------------~---1 t 1975-76 yearbooks will be on sale across from the Grill during the 1 ~ weeks of March I and 8 from 8:30a.m. to 12:30 p_.m . .Jhe price _of the ~ 
,, book is $5.00, and an additional SOa: if you would hke It to be ma1led to 
t your home next fall. · -
'i If you want to order a book but caimot come at one of the above 
times, fill out the form below and send $5.00/$5.50 to The Yearbook 
Staff, 101 Kuhlman Hall. We will' send you a sales receipt to I acknowledge your purchase. · 
• 0 
t I would like to order copy (copies) of the 1975-76 yearbook. Enclos-
lt ed is $5.00/$5.50 for each copy. 1 Name t Address. ___ _:._ ______ -'-----------
1 0 • • 0 
l---------------------------~~---------------~ 
American Collegiate Publications has announced it is now accep-
ting applications for the second annual volume of Who's Who In 
·Poetry In American Colleges and Univer.~ities. This is the only non· 
vanity poetry publication for students which is published in direct 
cooperation with collegiate institutions. 
This publishing program has been created to give noteworthy stu-
dent poets recognition. Through publicaticn and awards, this program· 
provides talented students with incentive and a tangible goal for the 
continued development of their writing skills. 
Poets selected to appear in· the 1976 volume will have their bio 
published along with an original poem. The 1975 volume of Who's 
Who In Poetry presented the work of 347 poet~. representing 217 
colleges and universitites from 47 states. 
Those accepted' for publicatio·n in Who's Who In Poetry receive: 
I) a complimentary copy of the book 
2) a certificate of honor 
3) entrance into the $1,000 Award Competition 
od1tors and do not represent the views of the ad-'N~~JES mmistration, faculty. and student body of Xavier unless specifically stated. The Newa is published weekly during the school . year except during vacation and examination penods by Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. Subscriptions are $5.00 per year. TheNewa 
"as entered as second class matter October 4, . 
. t 946. at the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under ,. 
The Xavl« Newa is the official stud~ht· ··the .Act of March 3, 1879. 
newspaper of Xavier University. The artictes,.pic· "·Letters submitted to the Newl for publication 
tures. ·and format' are the responsibility of the ,;,JSt ·carry 'signature and address of wiiter. 
: Comm~!Z-ta-ry · 
•··· . ~~~3 (_; ·-::::u:r.~ L·arry·Sheehe. 
i Hi;un;; t·~:)hii.; ':. f .. . i ... !.I: l 
. : ..... : i r r 1 .'1 
t. .•, "!'' 
~~~~~~~~~------~~- • 0 
·Flynn, McGu-ire and-,Sociar-~:r~-_ffiti· 
A LIFT OF T~E ... CAMi>U.S .. "c.om~~t_iti,vc~~ .. ~gain._ .~!lY-~Ilt. w~~ 
MUG to my compatnot, Tom Flynn.. w1tnesseil the_ _D~t~~~t~ ... ~: .... • · 
for an incisive and accimite's.hedding DQ.yton gan:tes w~uldh_~v~ ,to, ~gree 
of light upon the commuter half. of that the· objectiv~. ~a~ _b~e~ reah_zed. 
this sshool: • . . . . . i. have: op_en.ly. criticized Baker in 
I don't always eitheragree With _or . these pages for complaining about · 
enjoy Tom's. cynical (arid usually lac-. referees.- Furthermore, I objectto his 
ed with science fiction) outlook of irrational protest. oJ the "dunk-rule" 
Xavier life; _bu~ his time I did both_. .. in defense of Nick Daniels'. inex-
l've felt for ~tJong tiriie .that there . cusable behavior ·during .the .1. U .-
has existed_ an unnecessary un'rest P.U.-1.. game. (T.hose are .the rule, 
(and at times, antagonism) between Coach! Play by them!) However,-
commuters and dorni residents. It is Coach Baker has done .a masterful 
almost a matter of status. · job overall and is deserving of our 
There"is' no d,enying the.~iffereitce · thanks.. . , 
in J'ifestyles,' but_ w!to is to say that. In what -was undoubtedly: _one of 
one is. b,e~ter th':ln. the. other. There his most popular announcements of 
are ob_v1ous a_dv!lntages t.o both and. : the year, Father Mulligan ·granted 
the classroom need not be ou~ '?':llY: .. Coach Baker a three year extension 
common grou":~ ·. . , ,,, . . . · · " of his contract last Friday.l offer my As! o~ pointed out, t~e.re .are no_. congratulations and a pledge of sup-
conspiracies to preven~, comm.uters port for tile program in years to 
and "dormies" · from · getting. come. 
together. - •••: ·. . . .. . . .. .. .. In the meantime, we still have one 
A fine example of the getting game on this year's schedule - in 
t~gether o_f the mas~es_can_ ~e Ji~en: _~act~, .. the biggest g_ame_ ~~M~: 
this·year.m .. our-beloved-·!'Schmldt .. ·:sched~le .. The, Warriors :~f . 
P.t·;; · · ·- '- .,. ·- ·· .... .. quette · .mvade our F1eldhouse I. ·' 
Unless my. memory is failing. me t~rp,orrow;... . , ri·. , · te.rr_i.~_Iy. it wou_ld seem thatthis year . :'\flY,?~~--who .• ~,s Wltn~ssed Mar-
has to be the best. in many.years .for quet~~' !r~ ... t!te P;jf,,:knows that~ ~eal 
attendance at the XU .. basketball . trea~ a'r,al,ts._ -r;~~.~irear. th~ Warr!ors 
games. ' ... · · · · are J1U~ber tw<?;;m -~he enure nation. 
There has aiways been a Joyal . They could be number two ~undred 
following of the Muskies, but these and. the game would still. ha~e 
were usually dismissed _as .a small appeal. The reason c~n be g1ven m 
band of screaming fanatics huddled two words: .AI McGUire. 
around the floor at half-court. Times ~I McGuue- t~e very name tan-
have.clianged, though. Now we have t~hz,es and terro.nzes at _the same 
a. horde .. of. screaming fana~ics time. The man IS an emgma. He 
everyw~ere! scou.rs the pl_a~grounds of the coun-
Traditional rivals, Marquette and. try m re~ru1t1ng some of the be~t 
u .C., have always drawn the crowds, t~lent avadab_le an~. the_n rev_ers~s h1s 
but everybody is drawing this year. r,1eld and adVIses_ h1s pme.~e_crUitS to 
An. ·aura of enthusiasm, un- take. the _money and run w_hen the 
precedented since -I arrived here, has pros mevuably cpme knockmg. 
enveloped the Xavier .community. · He is a legend and h-e always lives 
~e d9,n)justw~tnt. tQ win anymore; up to his billing: Opposing coaches -
we expect to. Three . years ago, I siand in awe of him. He . has the 
would have never believed anyone temperament of a time 'bomb and a 
who told me this could happen. . flair for showmanship unrivaled by 
After a disastrous 3-23 campaign any coach in the collegiate or pro 
in the 1972-11)73 season, Coach Tay ranks. 
Baker was hired in an effort to make A generation of younger coaches 
the Xavier Basketball · prog~am who,, try to copy his flamboyance 
might duplicate his success. hut-:they· · 
cim'rmatch the man. AI McGuire-1~ -
"clas~·-· ·fi-om the tips of his PRinty: 
shoes·. to the ends of his greased ba~~- · 
hair." In last Saturday's confn:n~ta~" 
tion at·Notre Dame. the mast~r ex;--
it.ed" defiantly victorious )N_~_i!e 
Digger. Phelps \Yas left with a_!ar-
nish!!d golden dome to polish ...... 
Tomorrow. then, the AI McGuire 
show· comes to Xavier. This is t'11e . 
last' game of the season and XaV:i.~_i · 
has nothing to lose. An overflow 
crowd. is expected. and a victoj:'y_· 
desired. Fortunately, our team only 
has to· play the Warriors and 'ilof 
McGuire. · ·. . ... · 
... . •. 
The last part of this column really 
has n'othing. to do with the 
preceeding sections. Nevertheless, I 
present it for your consideration;' 
It has come to my attention in re-
cent weeks that our beloved "Back 
Page" classifieds are being censored 
by an unknown source with equally 
unknown motives. 
Rumors have begun to circulate, 
.and, as . usual, ·the Pied Piper is 
. suspected. to be integrally involved. 
Rather than impose another "Power 
El_ite"· pogrom .on the campus, I'd 
like to clear. up this little matter of 
sup-pression on my, .own .. • ,; . - ' 
What I offer, then, is a chance for 
all . disgruntled devotees .. of the 
poison pen to see their toxic trivia on 
Page Two of the_ X. U. New.~ in the 
near future. That's right, I'll give up 
an entire column ·to graffiti if I 
receive enough qualified entries. I'll 
accept anything short of !ibel. The 
catch is that you· must sign your 
name and telephone number. Only 
your initials will be used, but I have 
to have some way of preventing pure 
vendetta. 
If you've been rejected (or if you'd 
just like. to .get ori Page Two), send 
your typewritten trash to me qo·_ 
the X. U. -News via Campus -Mail. 
(Campus Mail is delivered free and 
their ·box is located in the campus 
Post Office.) 
Alii ask is that you use a little dis-
cretion. After all, some of you 
probably deserved· to be turned 
down the first time around. 
--WHAT-'S D-OING----
Thursday, March 4 
Hospital Administration Seminar-
OKI Room, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 
Dads Club Meeting-,-Terrace 
Room, 6:00 p.m. 
Accounting Society Meeting- Regis 
Room. 7:30 p.m. 
Friday, March 5 
Life Planning retreat, March S, 6, 7, 
call 745-3398. 
Basketball: X.U. vs. Marquette, 8:00 
p.m., Fieldhouse 
Maintenance 
from page 1 
the fall. To this end, an increased 
system of supervision was suggested. 
Although both Dave Tom and Tom 
Stadtmiller emphasized increased 
supervision, Stadtmiller later said, "I 
do not anticipate adding supervisory 
personnel-this seems idiotic." 
2. Major changes in the summer. 
rna in tenance program was 
recomme_!lded since- many workers 
do not seem to be working to full 
capacity. Stadtmiller observed tl'tis 
statement could . be mad agaiqst 
·anybody, but indicated ;,e would 
more closely regulate summer vaca-
tion schedules. · 
Ed1tors reserve the right to condense or reject any 
letter and limit frequent writers. 
Main offices, firs! floor, University Cenler 
Bllllding. News-editorial telephone: (513) 745-
3561. Advertising telephone: (513) 745<~431. 
Editor-in-Chief ..............•. Slephen Bedell 
Managing Editor ........... Mary Ann Buescher 
Advisor ...... :: ................... :John Getz. 
Business Manaqer ......... · ....... , . Jack Jeffreo 
·Arts Editor ....... :; ', ... :." . .... : . .. Anita Buck· 
Contributing Editor. :• .••....••. ::... Flynn' 
Sports Editor. . . . USher 
X.U. Players--The Devil'.~ Disc·ip/e, 
University Center Theatre, 8:00p.m. 
Organizational Meeting, Xavier 
News Parody Issue, I :30 p.m. News 
Office, University Center 
Tucker's Special Nite 
Art Exhibit, University Center Lob-
by, "TwoArtistsofFantasy,"March 
5-22 
Saturday, March 6 
X.U. Players- The Devil's Disciple. 
University Center Theatre. !!:00 p.m. 
Schutzerfest, Armory 
· 3. An administrative investigation 
of the summer cleaning service was 
recommended since obvious short-
comings were evident in this group's 
past performance. Tom and Stadt-
millerboth disagreed with this state-
ment. "They do a fairly reasonable 
jol5," Tom said. "we were disap-
pointed in their job or'l'the venetian 
blinds-but other companys would 
probably be just as band." Stadt-
miller' said the drew had done the 
job requested of them by the U niver-
sity and "I don't particularly want to 
be. involved in investigations I don't 
feel are necessa-ry." 
4. Due to the low rating that the 
maid service received in the campus 
life survey, the task force. 
recommended this service be re-
Party-Husman Hall. 2 East, 9:00 
p.m. 
Sunday; March 7 . 
X.U. Players- The Devi/'.1· Di.w·ip/e, 
Theatre, 8:00 p.m. · 
Flying Club Meeting-Hearth 
·Room, 7:30 p.m. 
Ranger Club cliff-climbing trip to 
John Bryan State Park 
Wedneeday, March 10 
Debate Club Meeting, 3:00 p.m .. 
Hinkle Hall OliO 
evaluated. Tom pointed.out Xavier 
is one of the few colleges to offer this 
service and if anything is to be 
evaluated, it is if this service and if 
anything is to be evaluated, it is if 
this service should be provided at all. 
S. Better information should be 
provided to students concerning 
proper channels for contacting 
maintenance, according to the fifth 
recommendation: But both ad-
ministrators said this had already 
been accomplished for this year. 
6. In view of the large amounts of 
damage in dorm rooms, the task 
force recommended that an effective 
check~out system be initiated· to 
report all damage at the end of the 
year-without holding this year's 
students responsible for the damage 
Maintenance to page 7 
Ma~.o-Up Edilor ......... · .... · .. Bob Stegmoyer Donlin. Mark Doyle. Jack Franckhauser. Deborah 
J\ssoc1atc Edt tor ............. Juyce Schrutbet Gaston. Gien Glenn, Stephen Hart,-Bob Helvaty, 
Photo Ed iter ............ ,,,., ..... llJc:k BLagle Mary Henkel. Pete Henkel, Tom Heskamp, Walter 
Circulation Manager ................ Tim Lynch Johnson. Mimi Keegan. Ray lebowski. Bob 
Art Directors ................... Charles Fallon Lynch. Dirk Madrid, Maria Malandra, Nancy 
. Karla Thompsoro Maloney, Cathy McCafferty, Kathy McCormick. 
Copy Editor .. , .....•.•.•. · ........ Rita Schoenfeld Kevin McGraw. Regina Morgan. Steve Moser, 
Columnists ...................... Larry Sheehe Beth Muenks. Mary Neena~,.Dale Penn, Marcia 
· · · · Shannon Flynn · Plescia. Tim Ranaghan, ·Gayle Stayton. Sue 
. •· • Lisa Maechling Slevenot, Barb Vereb; Michael Vi Iaboy. J: 
S\aff ... Barb Barrett, ~i<;h-Beagte, Jim Beck,Stev~ 
Bechtold. Steve Currim Barb · Jim : 1 ' 
Business Administration 
Advisory Boa.rd selected 
Top executive!! from 23 national Thomas J. Dix, President, Southern Kahn's Sons Co.; 
and local organizations have been Ohio Bank; William P. Sheehan, Executive 
named to the first Advisory Board Richard L. Eubanks, President, Gib- Secretary & Treasurer, AFL-CIO 
for the College of Business Ad- son Greeting Cards, Inc.; Labor Council; 
ministration at Xavier University. Martin B. Friedman, President, The George L. Strike, President,. The 
The announcement was made by Formica. Corp.; Hess & Eisenhardt Co. 
Rev. R. W. Mulligan,S.J.,president CariK.Gieringer,President,Cincin- Xavier University representatives 
of Xavier University. XavierUniver- nati Time Recorder Co.; on the Advisory Board are: 
sity has the largest graduate business W. Jack Grosse, Dean, Salmon P. Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, S.J., 
administration program in Ohio and Chase College of Law; President; 
ninth largest in the country. Denes ·Hunkar, President, Hunkar Rev. Francis Brennan, S.J., 
Charter members of the Xavier Laboratories, Inc.; Academic Vice President; 
Uni~ersity College of Business Ad- William J. Keating, President, The Thomas J. Hailstones, Dean, 
mi~istration Advisory Board are: . . Cincinnati. Enquirer;· College of Business Administration; 
W.(J.Aipaugh,Jr.,Chairman,Cin- Raymon.d -F. Letts, Vice JohnC.Rothweii,DirectorofAd-
cinnati Financial Corp.; . .. . President/General Manager missions, MBA Program; 
Lawrence B. Austing, Past Presi- Manufacturing, General Electric Daniel W. Geeding, Director, ln-
deJ1t, Vulcan Corp.; Co.; stitute of Business and Community 
William H. Breeze, Executive Vice John . Ludwig, President, Ludwig Services; 
President, The Ohio National Life Shoe Co.; Edward J. Arlinghaus, Director, 
Insurance Co.; Albert E. Norman, Jr., President, Graduate Program in Hospital & 
Owen B. Butler, Vice Chairman, The Highway Equipment Co.; Health Administration; 
Board of Directors, The Procter & Joseph F. Rippe, President, The Walter F. Behler, Chairman, 
Gamble Co.; Provident Bank; Department of Accounting & 
Philip W. Casper, President Richard D. Roberts, Executive Vice Finance; 
(retired), the F. H. Lawson Co.; President, South-Western Frank V. Mastrianna, Chairman, 
Edward Condon, Chairman, H&S. Publishing Co., Inc.;· Department of Economics & ln-
Pogue Co.; Lawrence H. Rogers II, President, dustrial Relations; 
Fitzhugh L. Corr, President, Taft Broadcasting Co.; Robert· C. Thierauf, Chairman, 
. Burgoyne, Inc.; Milton J. Schloss, President, The E. Department of Management & In-
---Dorm damage down--
Damage in the dorms, which has 
long been a problem plaguing 
students and administrators, is less 
of a problem this year than in 
previous years, according to recent 
investjgations by the News. 
Dave Tom, Director of Housing 
said that the damages were greater in 
Kuhlman and Husman in com-
parison to Brockman over last year. 
Tom feels that the. Freshman 
Program helped to decrease 
damages in Brockman. Tom noted 
that. all the damage was "con-
siderably less" in all three dorms 
over preceeding years. 
Resident students pay a $10 
~amage fee to cover the wear and 
tear of the dorm and any untraced 
vandalism that might occur, . The 
remaining money · in the damage 
fund is allocated to the dorms for 
future improvements. For example, 
the walls in Brockman Hall were 
_painted with the money left over 
from last year. This year Brockman 
had $1838, · Husman - $1437, 
Kuhlman -$2800, and Marion- $385 
to work with. So far, Brockman and 
Husman have depleted their 
resources. 
Tom stressed the damage done in 
the halls (e.g. dumping trash cans 
out of windows) will eventually 
come out of the students' pockets. 
Maintenance must take the time to · 
clean the' mess up and this is costly. 
This cost may be reflected in next 
year's residence hall rates. · 
Flavian· Becker, Hall Director of 
Husman also noted that the damage 
is considerably less than that of eight 
or ten years ago. He believes that this 
is due to a change in the students' at-
titudes. Male students no longer 
have to "prove" their manhood with 
feats of strength. Most of the 
damage occurs on the weekends or 
nights, and is done by those "remote-
ly related" to Husman. In Husman 
Hall, 95% of the remaining money ACA ·president. to 
speak at WCET :. 
' from ·the dorm damage-fee was spent 
on painting the students' rooms. 
Becker is very pleased with ·the 
maintenance crew in Husman. 
On March 5, 1976, the Women's The active Board of the ACA is a 
City Club of Cincinnati is presenting . distinguished group in itself, ' in-
Michael Newton, President of the eluding David Rockefeller Jr., 
Associated Councils of the Arts as a Wesley Uhlman, Mayor of Seattle, 
speaker on_"ls there a future in the Washington, Joseph Papp, Alwin 
arts?." Prior t~ his to-be-taped Nickolais, Joanne Woodward, Irina 
speech at the new studios of WCET Lazarus and Jim Edgy, Director:.of 
in Cincinnati, Mr. Newton will be the Ohio Arts Council. 
available for a joint interview from Michael Newton, educated at 
10:30 to II :30 A.M. in the Con- Cambridge University; came to the 
ference room at the WCET studios, United States as Information Officer 
Lincoln Park Drive and Central for a ten state region of the British 
Parkway, across from Music Hall. Information Services. After helping 
The ACA (Associated Councils of found two theatres in Kansas City, 
the Arts) is an organization formed Missouri, he moved into the post of 
to serve state and regional arts coun- Executive Director of the Arts and 
cils, as well as organizations and in- Education Council of Greater St. 
dividuals desiring to help influence Louis. 1972 found him as Vice-
the shape of today's art. Formed in President of ACA, soon after that he 
1965 the ACA has become quite in- stepped up to the President's posi-
fluential in recent years due to its tion. · 
constant watch on Congress and For additional information please 
possible legisliition effecting the arts contact: Theresa Henders·on 242-
or individual artists. 8876 · 
Volunteers needed 
On Wednesday, March 10, people 
from a number of social service 
agencies in Northern Kentucky will 
be on campus to talk about their 
variety of programs. We hope to in-
terest students in volunteering some 
time and energy in tutoring, recrea-
tion, arts and crafts, group work and 
one-to~one "partnerships," con-
sumer awareness and_ advocacy, 
employment outreach or communi tv 
organi1.ation, with the children and 
adults we serve. 
Please find us outside the grill I 0-3 
p.m. to ask questions or procure in-
formation.· · 
C.A. majors win scholarship 
Steve Hayes. Han· Director of 
Brockman Hall, feels that there is a 
greater opportunity for damage to 
occur in Brockman due to outsiders 
in Tuckers. He continued, stating . 
that this year Brockman has had the 
least amount of damage in com-
parison to previous years. 
Bob Adolfson, Director of 
Kuhlman Hall refused comment. 
Sear's helps 
X.U.'s BMX 
Donald J. Hunter, group 
operating manager, Sear, Roebuck 
and Co., is presenting a check for 
$3.500.00 to Rev. Robert W. Mul-
ligan, S.J., president of Xavier Un-_ 
iversity. The gift from the _Sears, 
Roebuck Foundation in Chicago, II-· 
linois, is a contribution to Xavier's 
BMX (Business Mobilized for 
Xavier) campaign and is one of the 
largest gifts from a corporation not 
based in Cincinnati. 
Hunter has been with Sears for 20 
years, the last year in charge of Sears 
Ohio Valley Group, headquartered 
at the Dayton Mall Shopping Center 
in Centerville, Ohio. 
Founded in 1831. Xavier Univer-
sity has the 8th largest graduate 
program in Business Administration 
in the country- the largest in Ohio. 
Xavier's interest in training men and 
women for the. world of business 
goes back to its earliest days: In 1840 
"a Mercantile Department was es-
.. Xavier University recentlY an- nalismjpublic relations at Xavier. tablished by the college (then called 
nounced that a Scripps-Howard Mariann is a student intern in the St. Xavier College) to afford a 
Foundation award of $1,000 has Xavier public information office business education:" on March L 
been won by two communication who plans a career in health care 1841, the first night school classes 
arts majors, Mariann Feldmann and public relations. Karen has chosen were begun in the college and they 
Karen Holtkamp, both of Cincin- newspaper journalism as her career were in G.c;Jman and bookkeeping: -11< 
nati. field, having worked part-time on the St. Xavier College Department 
lTheaward,knownastheJamesC. the staff of the Western Hills Press. of Commerce, Accounts, ·and 
(Janrahan Scholarship, will be , The scholarship is awarded an- f.ina~ce was opened Octo.be_r. 9, 
divided between the two winners and nuaHy to students who show 1911;_ ~he ~epartment of ~~me~s 
tioed toward·their tuition;. . - . -- - academic promise-l·n:studies-which .- .. .Adrmmst.rat19n was. -~stabhshed · m 
''86th girls are specializing injour- prepare them for careers in jour- 1954, and exp~nded m 1_9~1 to. the 
Thurldey, March 4 • 1978 nalism. College of Bus mess Admmtstratwn. 
formation Systems; 
George Trebbi, Chairman. Depart-
ment of Marketing. 
Dr. Thomas J. Hailstones, Dean 
of the College of Business Ad-
ministration, commenting on the 
relationship between the worlds of 
business and education, said, "To-
day it is more essential than ever for 
a viable and growing College of 
Business Administration to relate to 
the business community. The 
business - academic relationship is 
an important one for both parties. It 
serves to keep those in academics, 
both faculty and students, in touch 
with day-to-day operation and 
changes in the_ business world. On 
the other hand, such a relationship 
serves as a vehicle to stimulate the 
flow to the business community of 
new ideas and concepts developed 
through scholarly pursuits at the U n-
ive~sity. 
"The recently appointed College 
of Business Advisory Board is 
another step in the continuing im-
provement of the Xavier-business 
community relationship." 
FaD (1975-76) enrollment in the 
College of Business Administration 
undergraduate program was 593. 
Prunes aren't 
funny fruit 
"Prunes aren't a funny fruit 
anymore," the United Farmworker 
supporter joked. Sunmaid, Inc. and 
Diamond Walnuts-Sunsweet, Inc. 
are exerting pressure in California to 
keep the farmworker union election 
law inoperative. The law 
(Agricultural Labor Relations Act) 
made it possible for migrant · 
agricultural laborers to choose the 
United Farmworkers (AFL-CIO), 
Teamsters, or no union to represent 
them. In its first months, the law 
s~onsored 382 elections, and the 
UFW won a majority of them. 
Grower interests have bottled up 
funds needed to continue these elec-
tions, though, and Cesar Chavez, 
UFW director has called the raisin 
and prune boycott in hopes of over-
coming this impasse. 
Boycotts on iceberg lettuce (unless 
crates bear the UFW black eagle), 
grapes and Gallo wine con::inue. 
Upcoming events for those in-
terested in the farmworkers' struggle 
are the March 18 "Sopa por La 
Cause" at the downtown YMCA and 
an April Walk-A-Thon 
WHYUVEAUFE 
WITIOJT MEANitG? 
Too many of us are in places ing the Gospel of Christ to the 
we don't want to be. Doing things American people. For over 100 
we really don't want to be doing. · years the Paulists have done this 
Sometimes, it's because we can't through the communication arts-
think of anything better. to do-but hooks, publications, television and 
that's no way to live. , radio-on college campuses, in par-
Since you have only one life to i ishes, in missions in the U.S., in 
liw, you might as well live it with i downtown centers, in working with 
joy ... with a feeling of satisfac- 'young and old. Because we are flex-
tion and accomhlishmcnt ... and 1 ibl£•, we continually pioneer new 
approaches. To do this we need 
the knowledge t at you are giving, de()icated, innovative men to carry 
not taking. \Vhy not decide to live on our work. 
for the best . , . for a great purpose 
. , . for something bigger than you To flnd out what road God has 
are? chosen us to walk is one of the most 
If you want to change the di- important tasks of our life. 
rection of your life, you might in- \Vhich road will be yours? 
vcstigate the Paulist way of living. For more information on the 
The Paulists are a small group of Paulists, flll out the coupon and 
Catholic priests dedicated to preach- pnail toda:'. j- THE.\Iissioll=lo.\loc/ern,\=ic-11- -------- --~ 
1 
IWJLBIS Name I 
I Me~iltu: Address ~~ Rt•v. Frank D .. Siauo, \..S.P., Citr-------------
1 
Room C. 20& 
PAULIST FATIIEHS State Zip___ I 
-II.'> Wt•st .5!Jth Strt•et College · L~~·~-~~-=---~e~------~~_j 
FOR THAT ONE WOMAN, GIVE ONE 
DAZZLING DIAMOND SOLITAIRE 
She's the one woman you chose from all the rest. 
Now you can give her one wonderful diamond. 
We will help you select a glorious diamond · 
' solitaire. To stand alone in all its glory, 
glow with clear brilliance and fire. Show the 
world she's the one woman in you~ world. 
Mantuisc Diamond 
1;3 0 0 0 0 •• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 $250 
1/2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 399 
1 carat ............ -........................ 799 
••. :~~F'F' 
o.\.t;• 
.,.,· 
, ~~ 1·~, 
· 605 Race Street 
Cinc•nnati, Ohi-o 
lel: 621·0704 
'>'t.r,p,t 
•.••411o 1[ 
A· t;. 'I!,~. • ~ 
•'•·•'lr 
~ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT 
WAIF: community radio 
with off beat March program 
Finally, after four years of plan-
ning, W AIF-fm, Stepchild Radio of 
Cincinnati, is on the air, broad-
casting at 88.3 megaherz and 1.6 
kilowatts from the old WCPO-TV 
studios at the Alms Hotel. The area's 
only community-access radio sta-
tion, WAIF offers a variety of 
offbeat/ relevant/alternative pro-
gramming... more or less as fol· 
lows: 
(Times are subject to change without 
notice.) 
Sunday 
AM 
10:00 Sign On 
7:00 Salud! ... Paul Schulte in-
vestigates environmental and oc-
cupational health issues. Interviews 
and discussion with concerned 
citizens, researchers, and 
governmental officials. 
7:30 Live Muslc! ••. Performers 
and groups of all kinds play live from 
our studios. Audiences welcome: 
good clean fun. Hosted by Donna 
Leist. 
9:00 Crystal Nlptmare ••• Tales of 
horror and speculative fiction, eerily 
narrated by David Delegator and 
friends. 
and 24th. Interviews by Mark and 
Michael with local people involved 
in social change. 
9:30 Tuesday Ramble ... Rock and 
assorted music brought to you by 
WAIF volunteers. 
11:00 WAIF News 
Wednesday 
PM 
4:30 Sign On 
music and folklore from th~ people. 
10:30 What Are We Gonna Call 
10:00 Just Plain Folk ••• see This Turkey? ••• Comedy and bizarre 
4:00 The Chronicles of Nar-
nla •.• see Tuesday at 4:00. 
4:30 Blue Jungle ... rebroad-
cast ... see Sunday at 9:00. 
10:00 Poet's Corner ... Readings 
of their work by local poets, live 
from our studios. Produced by Jim 
Cummings of the Elliston Poetry 
Room, U.C. (New Time- rebroad-
cast Sat. 9:30 PM, also New Time) 
Thursday at 8:00. happenings with Kirk Pennak. 
12:30 Jazz on Sunday ... hosted by 
Jeff Ziesmann. 
2:30 Favorite Performer ... This is 
your chance to share your favorite 
performer with the WAIF audience. 
Don't be shy! Produced by Karen 
Heuring. 
3:30 Bizarre Bazaar ... Readings of 
fiction, strange and not so strange. 
Readers welcome. 
&:00 The Contributors ... Lee Bar-
bara Connelly introduces works by 
black composers, from traditional to 
modern and back. again. 
7:30 Dream Talk ... Marilyn 
Mittermaier analyzes the 
significance of dreams and their role 
in our waking lives ... alternates 
with ... Esperanto Hour ... Ron Burris 
introduces you to the international 
language. 
8:00 Side One .. ,Jack Gantt rocks 
your sox off. 
9:00 Blue Junale ... with Steve 
Tracy. More of those good old blues. 
4:00 The Nan Rather Re· 
port ... rebroadcast ... see Friday at 
7:30. 
Monday 
PM 
4:00 Sign On 
4:00 City Hall Spotlight ... 
rebroadcast ... see Saturday at 7:00 . 
5:00 Penny Rhymes and Story 
Whistles ... M ichael Burnham reads 
stories, poems, and tales for 
children. 
5:45 Arroz Con Leche ... Music 
and stories. all in Spanish, hosted by 
Senoritn Mary Atkinson.' 
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11:30 Midnl,ght Ramble ... Rock 
and assorted music brought to you 
by WAIF volunteers. 
WAIF radio - offbeat, 
relevant, and alternative 
programming broadcast 
from the WCPO-TV 
studios at the Alms 
Motel. 
Tuesday 
PM 
4:00 Sign On 
4:00 The Chronicles of Nar· 
nia ... The fantasy volumes of C.S. 
Lewis, sometimes called The Lion, 
The Witch, and The Wardrobe. 
Read by Michael Burnham, a 
chapter a day. 
4:30 Free Store of the.Air .. .lnter-
·views and discussions about using 
the welfare system, unemployment, 
food stamps, and related topics. 
Produced by the Free Store ... call in. 
5:30 She Comes in Many 
Colors ... WAIF women play music 
of, for and by women. 
7:00 WAIF News ... followed by 
"Let the People Know" ... a five-
minute weekly program ·on social 
security produced by field represen· 
tatives of Cincinnati Social Security 
office. 
&:30 Everybody's Got 
One ... Everyone is invited to send us 
his best rap, opinion, analysis, or 
gripe for this new show on WAIF. 
Each week we will air two or three of 
the best or worst. Contact Joe 
Weiner at the station, and he will 
help you put it on tape. 
7:00 WAIF News 
7:30 Science Nook ... Nick Kur-
zynski and Paul Payne investigate 
the latest developments in· science 
and technology. 
8:00 SwaranjaU ... India Students 
Association of the University of Cin-
cinnati with contemporary and 
classical music frorp India. 
9:00 Festival of Music ... Tom 
Widlar with mostly classical music. 
11:00 WAIF News 
11:30 Festival of Musk: ... con-
tinued 'til midnight. 
Thursday 
PM 
4:00 Sign On 
4:00 The Chronicles of Nar· 
nla ... see Tuesday at 4:00. 
5:00 Bluegrass Faetory ... rebroad-
cast ... see Saturday at 2:30. 
7:00 WAIF News 
7:30 Rip Off Report ... with Noel 
Morgan of the Consumer Protection 
Division of City Hall. 
) 
11:00. WAIF News 
11:30 Midnight Ramble ... See 
Monday at II :30. 
Friday 
PM 
4:00 · ·Sign On 
f 
4:00 The Chronicles of Nar· 
nla ... see Tuesday at 4:00. 
4:30 Special Stuff ... WAIF will be 
playing music and documentary 
tapes from our own library, from 
other stations, foreign sources, and 
from our friends at the Possible Tape 
Exchange. Stay tuned for details. 
5:30 Ecologically Sound .. Jim 
Newberry focuses on current en-
vironmental issues with topical 
music. (bi-weekly) 
7:00 WAIF News 
7:30 The. Nan Rather 
Report ••• Letters, phone calls, and 
checks gladly accepted. 
8:00 Knot Garden ... Join 
Maryann Powers in a fragrant gar-
den of herbs and spices arranged in a 
most complex pattern. 
8:30 Wonder Woman ... On Feb. 
3rd Wonder Woman premiers again! 
Yes; you can tune in for tea, poetry 
and music. If you like it ... or missed 
it... it will be rebroadcast. Next 
month: Marion Bromley. Other 8:00 Just Plain Folk ... Tom Me- 9:00 The Survivors ... Cincinnati 
Days, Other Ways ... Feb. lOth, 17th, Quiston and Greg Jowaisas with writer's workshop, hosted by Darrel 
r••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• 
: I Support Coinmun:Uu Radio • 
: In Cin.ainnatil 
:1 enclosea $100 $50 
0 (9rwbatAMiriCan atibnij $1~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
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~---------------------------------~--------------------
I STATE ZIP. AIIJUNT ENCLOSED I --------------------- ----------------- --------------
1 
I AU contribut:ials 
I are tax deductible 
I 2525 Victory Parkway Cincinnati, Ohio 45206 
Keeling. 
100:00 "Karamu 
Festival ... Karami will be bringing 
you a survey of black jazz in 
America. 
11:00 WAIF News 
AM 
12:00 Shouts, Hollers, and 
Reels ... Radio Workshop with Tom 
Knox and the Workshop Gang ... un-
til whenever. 
Saturday 
AM 
10:00 Sign On 
10:00 Pig Out ... the WAIF 
People's cookbook, in which we br-
ing you mouth-watering recipes for 
bone dry budgets. Send in your 
favorites. 
11:00 Who Cares in Cincin· 
nati? ... Every week Sister Marilyn 
Elizabeth and Dr. Dick Jamison 
bring guests who do care to the 
WAIF studio for discussion and 
phone-in participation. · 
PM 
2:30 Bluegrass Factory ... Vernon 
Mcintyre with banjo in hand. 
4:30 Let the People 
Know ... rebroadcast ... see Tuesday at 
7:00. 
8:00 What Are We Gonna Call 
This Turkey?...see Monday at 10:30 
7:00 City Hall SpotUght ... with 
Sany Youkilis reporting on the 
week's happenings at Cincinnati 
City Hall. 
7:30 Waifer Weekend ... Curt and 
Stork team up to bring you solid 
Saturday night music. 
9:30 Poet's Corner ... rebroad- · 
cast ... see Thursday at 10:00. 
10:00 Behind the Mirror ... 
Modern creative music and poetry 
with David Delegator. 
AM 
12:00 Talkback! ... Jerry Galvin, 
our favorite gadfly, invites you to 
call in and talk back. 
1:30 Midnight Madness ... The 
standard Saturday night insanity, in 
which we let th·e WAIF lunatics out 
:>f their cages. 
WAIF is looking for someone to 
develop our AM programming 
hetween the hours of 5:00 and 7:45 
Enter the shrewd world of 
antiqu~ a~J!.j~~l!Jr'lf:((:~t freaks 
~·::·~y •Et·u v·ouNGER. · · .. · ,.: .. ;:.: · -:' 
N-•Gue•tWrtter Needless to-·say ... l was not'im~ .arc the Village Flea Market in 
• When I first became involved with pressed. What do these people Losantiville, Ferguson Hills Flea-
thr' world of antiques and sec<iild- know'! I was to find o_ut very-shortly" Market, Cincinnati Gardens and my 
hand items.-} ·remember how I was I was looking foran end table for my favorite, Burlington Ky. Flea-
unwillingly dragged to an outdoor bedroom next to my bed for my Market, The third Sunday of the 
flea-market in Kentucky in early clock radio. I spied a beautiful night month May through October at the 
summer of my 16th year. With only stand priced at $20.00. The money Fair Grounds.· 
$17.23 in my pocket. I wondered burned in my wallet as I nonchalant- Flea -Markets arc fun. If you 
how I could possibly afford an· "an- ly approached ·the--dealer and asked arrive very early in the morning, you 
tique"lct alone how I would identify her if her 'pric~ ~as firm. Answer: can get some of the best pieces at ex-
on~:properly. My friends were-insis- Y cs. She told~ me the table was a cellent prices right off the dealers 
te_nt:_and were kindly informing rnc good .. tu rn-.o f-t he-ccn tury . late- trucks. This usually means you are at 
_ Ta/1-ca.\·e clock h:r Thomas Walker 
of Fredericksburg (c. :1760-1775) 
... The .Antiques Treasury 
not to buy anything on the-first trip 
around the market. WARNING: 
never buy an item before you've had 
a chance to peruse the entire flea-
market scene. you'll probably regret 
it, because chances ait:, .you'll see a 
similar item· at a more reasonable 
price down the next aisle! 
Rare figurines 
Victorian piece ofsolid.marble. I was the fairgrounds or market site 
impressed and -withouLadequate around eight or eight-thirty a.m. 
funds.· Should I borrow-'! was my Believe me, that's very difficult if 
·next_. question. As I was hunt,ing Saturday night was late. 
down -a wotild-be creditor_, my ·eye Garage sales are another favorite 
caught -a quaint, small .. nigh~~s-i~lnd haunt of the "trash and treasure" set. 
with o~~ _draw.er an_d algw shelf- Just look in the daily or Sunday 
the knoh'was broken, but everything newspapers' "Gold Chest" Sales 'cor 
else wiis intact. price _:_ $2.00. an exhaustive list. Usually a few 
SOLD. No· ba:rgaining or bartering phrases give you a clue to the types of 
. necessary an9 I still· had .$15.23 to things for sale. If its a "inust~sell-ail" 
spare. I was learning the tricks of the sale you're sure to pick up some 
antique trade by accide-nt. and no bargains. People who are transferred 
one would ever have to know about often are forced to sell valuable fur-
the Victorian stand at $20.00. niture -dishes, chairs. sofas, tables 
There are four major placeswherc at low prices-- they may _not be an-
antiques and second-hand items of tiques, btit they certainly are 
all sorts are located. Most young reasonably priced. 
people and college students are wise Antique shows arc popular all 
to ·choose the flea-market route or throughout the year. They are held 
the garage sales in tlie area. There are in a variety of places, from the Mont-
indoor and outdoor f1e~-markets gomery Businessmen's Associa~ 
which offer a \yide vafiety of tion Building in Montgomery, Ohio 
trinkets. collectables, memorabilia. to the Cincinnati Convention Center 
wood pieces. baskets, glassware, pic- and Stricher's Grove past Harrison. 
turcs and frames,·quilts, and every Ohio. They are advertised in 
furniture pieces imaginable. Some of newspapers and by posters and 
the indoor markets are immediately handbills at shows a month or week 
recognizable as "junk"martsand are before. Usually a combination of 
better left behind for the- serious an- high-priced dealers and mcdium-
tiquc buff. For those of us who like priced private collectors assemble to 
knick-knacks and small items at rip you offwith exhorbitant prices. 
cheap prices these are ideal for It seems that all you see at Antique 
lamps. dishes, small appliances, Shows anymore arc glassware and 
books. etc. porcelain. This indicates that the 
Outdoor flea-markets flourish dealers are unwilling to' cart the 
during the warmer months. This tri- heavier furniture pieces to the sho~s 
state area of the Midwest has ac- for display. Pick up a ·calling· card 
quired a reputation for reasonable and if you're in the 'neighborhood 
prices and willing sellers. Fl~l!; some weekend;:check out their shop. 
markets offer you an opportunj,ty to Otherwise·. ·save· your 'money for 'a 
talk with knowledgeable dealers and garage _sale; in_stead of paying· the 
private collectors in a rather.Jow- price' at the door. . ' - . 
pressure atmosphere. The !>esf way ·Auctions are the most pr()fitable 
to learn the business is to talk iilfor- for the serious, antique buyer with 
mally to those you know. The main considerable cash-on-hand and an 
flea-markets in the CincinnatCarea eye for the real quaHty "piec~t Fur-
• 1 ~' .· 
doesn't afford adequate accessibility 
for students either. 
grace Xavier's 
"I hope that at some time in the 
future we can -build a small art 
museum on campus," he suggested, 
but was quick to add that this project 
could only be undertaken with the 
support of a wealthy donor. _ . _ 
By CAROl, JACOBER 
Newe Stall Wrtter 
While many of us biment the ap-
parently impoverished state of the 
arts at Xavier, those who stray from 
the well-tra.velled p;tths, ;tn.d do a bit 
of ex ploririg are often pleasantly sur-
prised at 'their "finds." One such 
"find," in the form of a beautiful 
porcelain collection, is housed in the 
Board Room of The University 
Center Building. 
Mr. William A. (Bud) Rudd, a 
graduate of Xavier's class of '27, 
recently made his extensive 
Children romp 
through the 
Revolution 
Board Room 
porcelain collection a gift to the un-
iversity. Mr. Rudd,highlysuccessful 
in the insurance business, has kept 
up his associ:ttion with Xavier and 
.will receive a· Master's. Degree 'in 
history .thi-~ June.- .. 
Fattier Rober.t.)'\-1 ulligan. · S.J .. , 
described the contribution as 
prompted by "Mr. Rudd's deep 
·affection for Xavier," and spoke of 
·its housing, in the .B0ard. Room as 
"temporary.", He readily 
acknowledged tha( the collection is 
not accessible to students, and felt 
that the Carriage House Gallery 
Throughout this week, over 20,-
000 children in the Greater Cincin-
nati area will be taken into 1775 on 
"A Revolutionary Romp" through 
the imaginary colony of New 
Ethelred. There they will encounter 
such characters as a mayor who real-
ly doesn't want to be King of 
America as much as his wife wants to 
be Queen. And his sister-in-law Dor-
cas has won the town beauty contest 
for the past seven years: having been 
the only contestant for the past five. 
She stops insisting that the Mayor 
find her a husband only long enough 
to sing "Beautiful, Wonderful, 
Marvelous Me is Waiting for Just 
Plain You." . 
This unique colony was "founoed"-
by Otto K vapil. professor of Com-
munication Arts .at Xa.vier, who also 
The collection is'easily'deservirig of 
such consideration. Valued at over 
$60,000.00 it includes many antiques 
and limited edition. pieces.. Ex-
hibiting variety of origin, period, 
and subject matter, the collection 
offers delicate figurines, often. only 
eight inches high with exquisite 
detail. It als() _offers, ani'!l~l fi&ures. 
notably ~ird~. whic.h ar~is~ .J,ife~like, 
'and subtly' colored that'· even ·the 
novice can appreciate them. -
A word to the novice who upon 
viewing the collection might · be 
temped to ,compare it with pieces 
cluttering, his· grandmother's, home 
or attic... - . 
. Nineteen ttl' century· porcelain 
often suffers from the increased 
Rare to page 7 
serves as Artistic Director for the 
Cincinnati Children's Theatre. The 
-show's .music was composed by 
Steven Mooder, ManageroftheCin-
cinnati Symphony Orchestra and 
Assistant Choral Director of the 
May· Festival. The musical comedy 
for children was expressly com-
missioned in honor of the Bicenten-
nial by the Cincinnati Children's 
Theatre organization. which has 
been in existence since 1947. 
Children's Theatre productions 
are performed twice each year. 
usually before Christmas and in the 
. early spring. Stories are often deriv-
ed from kid's stories or fairy tales. 
This is the first time they have been 
able to commission the writing of a 
story, which would not have been 
possible without the grant the group 
received from the Schmid lapp Foun-
William and Man· h 
. :.The Antiques.Treasurv 
n'ittlre items are referred t~ as pieces 
and not antiques because for an an-
tique to be authentic it must be at 
least one hundred years old. Ob-
viously, the older, the better and 
more desirable -- and more expen-
sive. At an "estate" auction. usually 
everything is for sale. The auctioneer 
may .decide to go room by room, 
piece by piece, or give the entire es-
tate to the highest bidder. Beds 
usually start very low and it's easy to 
get a nice rDcker, chair. love-sci1t, or 
bed under $50.00, sometimes as low 
as $10.00 or $15.00. Many times you 
can buy a piece which needs 
refinishing or minimal repair woi·k 
for $5.00. Once you haverefur\Jished 
a piece of furniture, the resale value 
may have quadrupplcd for easy 
profit. 
Lastly; and most obvious are an-
tique shons,aod junk shops~ Any 
phone bo.•;Jk has listings -of such 
places. The_re are shops for every in-
come bracke~-:-- Aronofrs Galleries 
to the_ "Main Street Drag" down-
town. There are approxi-
mately 100 antique shops in- the 
(Jreater Cincinnati vicinity for the 
dation. The show is more 
educational in nature not so much 
because iis plot is historically fac-
tual. but because- it introduces 
children to the world of the theatre. 
Indeed, as the narration explains, a 
theatre is a place where stories are 
seen. And it goes on to say that "This 
story never really happened. But it 
might have happened ... " 
Through the course of the show a 
wicked tax collector tries to become 
Mayor of New Ethelred and even-
tually King of America. Two 
wandering con-men. trying to help 
the Mayor w.ith his problems. devise 
a plan- to make the tax collector's 
greed obvious to the community, so 
that he is finally demoted to town 
dog-catcher and forced to marry the 
Mayor's "beautiful, wonderful" 
sister-in-law, Dorcas. 
looking. As you travel into the more 
rural areas and small towm in Ohio. 
Kentucky and Indiana. antique 
shops arc numerous. Four popular: 
places ii1clude Metamora. Indiana 
ncar Oidenburg west on Route 50; 
Waynesville. Ohio near . Lebanon 
and the Golden Lamb Inn; New 
Richmond, Ohio cast on route 50: 
and southeast past Louisville 
historic Shakertown. Ky .. southern 
village of the Shakers of New 
England with their unique flavor of 
simplicity and utility. In all of these 
places can be found lll'lny interest il)g 
antique shops with every possihlc 
vase. candlestick, washstand. ·or 
sideboard. 
What everyone has in mind when 
she or he goes· antique hunting is 
finding a bargain~such as antique 
cannonball brass beds for $35.00 
wiih three coats of green paint to 
.hide :that glorious ,finish.-. You.: take 
along your trusty.magnet to test for 
its authenticity whether or not _it 
"sticks." If it does vou're out of luck 
because brass is an alloy to which a 
magnet will not adhere as it will to all 
Enter to page 12 
Because the attention of small 
children _is so hard to hold. it is 
crucial that the p-erformers stay 
bright and enthusiastic, to keep the 
children interested in what's going 
on. Especially because this musical 
comedy creates an imaginary situa-
tion, the atmosphere of fascination 
must be kept alive. As Otto K vapil 
says, "It's like balancing a feather. 
Once you let it drop, even a little, it's 
that much harder to bring it back up 
again." 
Actors in Children's Theatre 
productions include independent 
performers from the Cincinnati area, 
·as well as students from Xavier, 
Edgecliff, and the University of Cin-
cinnati. Auditions are open to 
anyone and are usually announced 
well in advance of the prod'uction. 
Children to page 12 
P ... l 
Clock s·aves Flyers, who 
sneak into 7.7-75 victory 
By STEVE MOSER 
N-• SlaH Writer 
Last Saturday night before an es-
timated crowd of nearly 4,000, the 
M uskies had an old friend turn on 
them when they least expected it. 
The big green clock hanging on the 
wall which had ticked so precarious-
ly all season long, but in'the long run 
had treated the M uskies so well, 
finally ran out of time and as a result 
X dropped a heart-breaker to the 
Flyers of Dayton, 77-75. 
Coach Tay Baker realized that to 
beat the Flyers he had to stop their 
guard play of Johri Davis and 
Leighton Moulton. Davis had 
scored 38 points just three days 
before against Notre Dame and 
Moulton had destroyed the Muskies' 
zone at Dayton in the teams' first 
meeting, pumping in 20 points. 
Saturday night Moulton would have 
been lucky to pump gas, getting just. 
five points as Nick Daniels checked 
him all night long. Davis claimed 
game scoring honors, but made jus~ 
36% of the shots he threw up. What 
Coach Tay Baker didn't count on 
was a third guard named Doug 
Harris. All Harris did was throw in 
the winnning field goal with just 
three seconds showing on the clock. 
The M uskies came out firing on 
this night and appeared to be ready 
to blow the visitors out as they raced 
·to an early 14-2 lead. They quickly 
cooled off and Dayton caught fire to 
eventually grab a two point lead to 
take to the locker room at the half. 
Daniels, Dale Haarman, and Marty 
Wolf shared scoring honors at this 
point with eight points apiece. 
Just as X had come out hot as a 
firecracker in the first half, Dayton 
came out smoking in the second. 
Nothing was dropping in the early 
going for the Muskies and 
So does Daniels ••• but It's not enough. 
everything found the hoop for 
Dayton. After about five minutes the 
Muskies found the range and the 
stage was set for another of the 
Muskies' typical heart stoppers. · 
The game came dow~ to a one-
point difference in favor of the 
visitors with jus.t 13 seconds showing 
on the usually friendly clock. Mike . 
Plunkett was fouled at this point and 
was presented the chance to be the 
hero one more time in his career. He 
calmly sank both ends of a one-and-
. one bonus opportunity to give X a 
narrow one point lead. Ten seconds 
later what had been pandemonium 
suddenly became a deathly silence as 
Harris performed his heroics. 
One game remains on theM uskies 
schedule this Friday night against 
the number two ranked Marquette 
Warriors. Come out and watch the 
"AI McGuire Comedy Hour" as well 
as show the·team your appreciation. 
for a job well done. 
SteH Photo by PETE HENKEL 
Forward Nick Daniels slams home two points in an impressive jump shot against the .flyers . . 
-Sug(Jt 'I! Spice 
Reading Road at ·victory Parkway 
OPEN EVERY DAY OF.THE WEEK 
FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE 
DELICIOUS SANDWICHES OR 
COMPLETE DINNERS 
DROP IN AFTER THE MOVIE 
OR AFTER THAT LATE 
WEEK-END DATE. 
WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S FINEST PANCA~ES AND WAFFLES. 
WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING SUNDAY MORNING BREAKFAST 
WITH US. JUST 5 .MINUTES FROM ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES. 
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Stall Photo by PETE HENKEL 
Sunderman gets two •. · •. 
Center Joe ~underman drives for two points against the Dayton Flyers. 
Buffoon Bafflers 
Remember those blundering buffoons 'called the Cincinnati Royals'! Some 
people don't. Others do. b:.Jt wish they didn't. For those people who did catcb 
their act at the Gardens: munch on these tidbits over your lunch. 
I. Who was the Royals trainer in the late 60's'! 
2. Which Royal won the MVP award in the 1964 All Star game'! 
3. Which Roval won .the MVP in the 1966 All Star game'! 
4. Which former Royal played' center at Milwaukee right before K. A. Jab-
bar.? 
5. ·Which Royal was nicknamed "The Electric Eye'?" . 
6. What 2 players did the Royals, receive from San Francisco for Jerry 
Lu·cas'! -
7. Who was the Royals No. I draft choice out of LaSalle in 1971; who signed 
for a bonus of 1.3 million dollars'! 
8. Who was the Royals No. I draft choice in 1969 out of Purdue, who played 
guard opposite Rick Mount? 
Creighton and had a half dozen fan clubs who chanted his name constantlY 
while he rode the wood? · · 
10. Which Royal was the.only NBA player to block a Wilt Chamberlain stuff 
~~ . . 
· 12. W~ich old Royal guarded Wilt Chamberlain in 1962 the night he scored I
ll. Who was Bob Cousy's assistant coach and their chief scout? 
100 pomts? · 
-----' 
Collegiate Cross-Country Biking 
There is still time to apply to join 
the Collegiate Cross-Country Bike 
Ride· being held in honor of the 
Ame,rican Revolution Bicentennial, 
far, college students from 20 states 
have joined. The route itself will be 
along the Trans America Bike Trail. 
acco'rding to Steve Danz, College College students wishing to jo:n 
group co-ordinator. the ride, starting on June 21, should 
The special college-age group will write directly· to Collegiate 
be leaving from Pueblo, Colorado, Bikecentennial, 615-Nevada, 
and arriving approximately 45 days Sausalito, CA. 94965 and enclose a 
later in Richmond, Virginia. Thus . stamped, self-addressed envelope. 
c • • 
If you've got it, prove it. If you want 
it, work for it. If you think you're a 
leader, show us. That's what we ask 
and expe_ct of every college man 
who enters our Platoon Leaders 
Class commissioning program. PLC 
... with grouhd, air and law options, 
summer training, and the chance for 
up to $2,700 in financial assistance. 
But to make our team ... you have to 
meet our challenge. , 
THE MARINES ARE UlO. KING . 
FOR A FEW GOOD MEN. 
For More Information About Marine· 
Officer Programs 
CALL COLLECT: 
MAJOR JOE LOWERY 
( 513) 684-2845 . 
Xavier News 
•.' 
, 
Intramural Scores 
Mond.ayAA 
Mon~ayA 
Monday Women's 
Tuesday 
Wednesday A 
Wednesday AA 
Thursday A 
(North) 
Thursday A 
(South) 
. Marx Brothers 47, Easy Ed's 45 
.. Dunken Do-Nuty 71, Devin's Clowns 43 
Bong 85, Degenerates 44 
Gr<tf Zeplin 55, Blue Bomber 45 
Schmedley's Raider I, Crib 0 (forfeit)· 
The Other Team I, Boomers 0 (forfeit) 
Small But Tough 30, Last Menagerie 13 
No games last week. · 
Greatful Hotdogs 34, Amadons 33 . 
Beecher Tool and Dye 34, Murd Hurd 30 
Wolf Pack 73, Rush 61. 
Kunda Pins 68, Reagan's Ruggers 30. 
Pi Alpha Pi 64, East Price Hill 26 
3rd Effort 68, High Jumpers 25 
Road Runner 54, Mai Tais 28 
Anomaba 63, J. Giels Road Crew 61 
Thurtday Women Snatchers 46, Roisie Cheeks 16 
Gerba 30, Fall City Brewers 26 
Peachy Peaches 50, Sorry Six 13 
_;~. " 
'~~~~,~~~ai~~ 
Stefl Photo by LARRY VtSNIC 
·Connolly is at it again 
,. Sheila Connol~v leaps into the air /or another of her nowfamousJumpshots. 
Sheila was the impetus behind the powerful Woman's 8-8a/l team's crushing 
victory over the bewildered women from Wilmington. The score of 64-31 
does not.ful~l' reflect the one-sidedness of the rout. Xavier's Women's 8-8all 
team finished the season at I 1-2. 
RESEARCH 
FREE CATALOG! 
Write or call for your copy of our 
latest catalog of over 5,000 re-
search studies. These studies are 
designed to HELP YOU IN THE 
PREPARATION of: 
• Research Papers 
• Essays • Case Studies 
, · • Speeches • Book Reviews 
WE ALSO DO CUSTOM WRITING 
MINUTE RESEARCH 
1360 N. Sandburg, #1602 
Chicago. Illinois 60610 
312-337-2704 
INTERNATIONAL 
CAREER? 
A repre.sentative 
will be on the campus 
TUESDAY 
MARCH 16, 1976 
to discuss qualifications for 
. advanced siudy at 
AMERICAN 
(iRADUAU SCHOOL 
and job opportunities 
in the field of . 
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
Interviews may be scheduled at 
OFFICE OF STUDENT 
AID & PLACEIVIENT 
~AMERICAN GRADUATE. SCHOOL 
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
Thunderbird Campus 
Glendale, Arizona 85306 
. Thursday, March 4. 1976 
EIJR~PE 
l~}~ 1~ /2 r:~l¢.,mij ~ ,,, l..ty ·'''··•'" ,. p.t," '"' ···q '"''' 
RCV\1 ..awv~ Cu II 
/,;\ loll Ire" 800-325-4867 
~ Un;Travel Charters 
$2.25, 
THE AVERAGE COST 
OFA CAB RIDE, 
COULD SAVE 
YOUR FRIEND'S LIFE. 
For free inrormation. write to: 
DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345 
Rockville, ~I a ryland 20852 
RESEARCH 
Thousands of Topics 
Send for your up-to-date, 160· 
page, mail order catalog. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage and 
handling. 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
113221DAHOAVE.,H 206 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 
(2~3) 477-8474. 
Our research papers are sold for 
research purposes only . 
HASSAN MOTORS. INC. 
· 3813 Montgomery Road 
Cincinnati. Ohio 45212 
'531 5500 
10% OFF 
on all service and parts to 
X.U. students and faculty 
with identification cards . 
Dear Aunt Millie, 
· I hav· thes terrable problem whin I 
writ term pappers. I do not noe how 
to spel veri gud. Wat cin I do'! 
All ways mispelled 
Dear Misspelled, 
Major in Business. 
Dear Aunt Millie, 
Whenever J.go to the library, the 
books and reference material can 
never be found. The reference books 
and articles I need are never in X. U. 's 
library. I can't get to a·nother library 
and the twenty page paper is due 
tomorrow. 
Desperate at the Card Catalog 
Dear Desperate, 
As one professor accurately ex-
pressed the situation, "this is a great 
book, it's not in our library."! would 
· suggest that you go back to your 
Youth 
from page 1 
dorm and take one page of any term 
paper from twenty different people 
Make sure the margins and foot-
notes are. correct, staple it together 
and it's a guaranteed A. 
Dear Aunt Millie, 
We were wondering how we 
happened to be so lucky to have 
Roger and the Human Body play at 
the Homecoming Dance. It made us 
feel like we had made a wrong turn 
somewhere and had ended up at the 
Mad Hatter. The dance was excep-
tionally nice, though, especially 
when the band took its breaks. We 
don't know who planned the dance, 
but wanted to say thanks for making 
it such a good time. · 
Some people 
Dear People, 
Mike Quinn would be happy to 
hear this. 
But he is quick to point out that 
today's student should not be 
characterized as apathetic. "Their 
.energies are focused on different ap-
. proaches to life. In the sixties, the 
pecially Oriental ones. Both encom- key to a better life was social reform 
passadrivetodevelopacomprehen- and now it seems to be detennined 
sive world view. effort to cope with the present 
"The radicals' declaration that system.'' Canon continued. "In any 
everything is politics is· a position event, they are certainly not un-
which can be grounded ultimately concerned and the level of personal 
only on faith .. The typical academic concern for society is as high now as 
posture towards such matters is to it has ever been." 
Maintenance 
from page 2 
since the poor quality of summer 
maintenance makes it impossible to 
ascertain in which year a particular 
damage occurred. Tom indicated 
this system had already been in-
itiated. "This fall we went to great 
length to have students fill out 
damage reports when they came in," 
he said. "at the end uf the year, the 
R.A.s will check-out the rooms and 
all additional damage will be charg-
ed to the students." · 
The task force further 
recommended students act with 
greater care- and respect toward 
Xavier property, curtailing van-
dalism and reporting blatant inef-
ficiencies in the maintenance dept. to 
appropriate authorities. 
In the final analysis, one wonders 
what the task force report has ac-
complished. Both Tom and Stadt-
miller admit no new programs. will 
be initiated as a result of the com-
mittee's efforts. Tom further admits 
he 'didn't learn too much he didn't 
already know.' He invites anyone 
who worked on the task force to go 
through dorm rooms with him this 
summer to view damage. Stadtmiller 
said any further action on his part 
Woi,Jld depend on what he thinks of. 
He added, "I don't know what con-
crete action they expect me to take." 
Rare 
. from page 5 ignore them, to stay safely within the Dr. Ronald Jackson, dean of stu-
cocoon of relativism, which breeds dent life at the University of 
agnosticism about ultimate issues, Rochester recently completed a technical facilities of the period 
since these are not amenable to the study on contemporary students and which fostered vast commercial un-
kind of proof which satisfies the their values and attitudes. His report dertakings in the field. Too many of 
scientific mind. Nevertheless, these contrasted the belief in the sixties the pieces produced by factories, 
perennial questions of ultimate con~ that education had almost replaced with little attention to individuality 
cern continue to haunt the minds of religion as the new salvation with have survived. 
'men. If the academy ignores them, it students' beliefs in the seventies that · When attempting to. appreciate 
will have drastically foreshortened ·much less faith is placed in education porcelain one should ask whether 
the range of reality allowed within its as a means of social change. the piece .is merely elaborate and 
purview." Canon agrees with Jackson and over-decorated, or (as in the case of 
Emphasis has shifted to demands adds that there is more rationality this collection) original, ·and subtly 
f 0 r academic rig 0 r and shown by students involved in stu- rendered. Failing at this, one should 
traditionalism in an .attempt to dent government and other aspects consult the catalogue which 
prepare a. student for the..::present of the decisio11-making process. describes the piece as antique, 
system-asystemformerlyreferred Canon contends that there are as·· limited editiOIJ,: ·and by an 
to as "establishment,". says Dr. many students .today working for a acknowledged artist. That failing, a 
Harry Canon, vi~e-president for stu- variety of causes as there ~ere in the glance at its estimated value should 
dent affairs at Northern Illinois Un- _ sixties but that they are less evident convince one that grandmother's at-
iversity. . to the general public and the media: tic doesn't house anything like it. 
Get your heads 
· together. 
From One beer lover to another. 
Commuters: 
at least 
read this 
tvhile you 
drink your 
lunch 
Hey Commuters! 
arc willing to communicate with 
you and honestly work for your 
benefit. After all, if just the majori-
ty of commuters voted, you could 
control Student Government. 
For,a real example of how com-
muters arc being ignored see the 
Letter to the Editor by Tom 
Heskamp. Then make up your 
minds to get involved. Vote! If we 
show a little unity, then perhaps we 
can really do something. 
••• 
Somebody asked me to note that 
the Stud. Gov't. elections and the 
·Ringling Broihcrs, Barnum and 
riailey Circus occur the same week. 
Coincidence? Some would say not. 
••• 
By the way, there will be a rally 
for the commuters in the Grill on 
March 10, at II :30, 12:30, and I :30. 
·Come and be heard! Or at least 
listen while you drink your lunch. 
••• 
this nation." 
If the idea is communication 
between ethnic groups where arc 
the Chicanos? 'and the Indians'! 
Surely Marlon Brando and Rita 
Coolidge co~ldn't have both turn-
ed us down'! Also why is the sole 
representative of the supposed 
"white view" (quotes mine) one 
William Shockley, advocate of 
racial superiority. To get someone 
with a theory not even worthy of 
scientific consideration as a 
speaker, and to include it as the 
sole representative (excepting Jo 
Freeman) for communicating with 
the "white group" (same quotes) is 
just another reason why such 
events as "Black Awareness Week" 
get so little -support ·from the 
Xavier community as a group. 
••• 
Why should Fr. Mulligan be so 
surprised at the lack of student 
enthusiasm over· guest speaker . 
former Ohio governor John 
Gilligan? After all, consider the 
main attraction. 
••• 
. Stall Photo by RICK BEAGLE 
Social Committee Chairman Mike Quinn 
Social ·chairman -
comme_nts on. job 
The Social Commtttee feels that It has been an asset for all the different 
Y~u really could do yourselves a 
favor this Thursday arid Friday, 
March 24 and 25 by taking out just 
about 45 seconds. How, you ask'! 
Simply by electing to the Studc~t 
Government senators and a Presi-
dent and a Vice-president who are 
aware of commuters as a thinking, 
breathing entity. Perhaps then we 
can find out about "commuter days'·' 
before they happen. 
I was going to comment of the 
present state of the "Free Flow of 
Ideas" resolution. But ·suffice it to 
say for now that ·the Administra-
tion is avoiding any real dialogue 
on the matter. 
is our obligation to plan events that committees. 
It was with some appreciation of will help relieve some of the tensions So far this year we have been in~ 
irony that I viewed a lighted faced by students. We try to plan ac- volved in freshmah orientation, the 
cigarette on a Metro coach, in spite cording to the wants and needs of the Block Party, Lonnie Mack, oc: 
While I'm on the subject of com- of the fact that smoking is no student body - this is not an easy· toberfest, · the Haunted House 
munication, let me turn my evil eye longer officially allowed ·on city task when you consider all the diver- (produced by Tom Flynn and com-
for this week on the Speakers Com- buses due to the claimed flam- sified groups we have here at Xavier. pany), the Fall Fantasy, and Kid day 
mittce. As stated in last week's mability of the seats. What makes With this in mind we try to involve as - and we thank everyone that has 
Xat,ier News 
J 
Column 
by Michael Vilf1boy 
••• 
issue of the News, the purpose is to it funny('!) in a way is that any stu- many students as possible. participated. Still to come we have 
It really is very simple to vote, facilitate communication. The dent caught smoking on a Metro, With a reduction in our budget Blarney Stone Days on March lith 
and because very few commuters theme is social communication, gets his free pass for rides to school this year we have had to cut back on and 12th ·which will give all the Irish 
really have the time to stick around with speakers who "represent most taken away. But, will they take many of our planned activities, but a chance to prove a thing or two to 
you should elect commuters who of the ethnic groups that comprise away the pass of the driver? we keep trying. Social Committee is their" German counterparts; the 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o~nta~~~th~isin~re-~.lf Xa~erUni~n~yTa~ruS~won 
E you or your group have an idea for _April 2nd which is more than just 
P•a•.B 
arn an an activity and want to follow it your ordinary talent show, with a 
through. we will back you with all different view of the Bicentennial; 
e~t~a $2~,00 the support we can. This year, as in the Sadie Hawkins Dance and Greek previous year_s. we have had the help , Week May 3rd thru 7th: of the activities department, which 
during your last · 
l years of college._ 
Army ROTC can make the big difference in .financing those 
last 2 college years. Here's the math of our program: 
Basic Camp Training (6 weeks during summer between . 
your Sophomore imd Junior years) .......... : .. v _ . .;. ~-. ~481.74 * 
Advanced Course duri~g your Junior year ... .'; .. :. ~ 900.00 
Advanced Camp Training ( 6 weeks during summer 
between your Junior and.Se.nior years) ............ 443.97* 
Advanced Course during your Senior Year. . . . . . . . . 900.00 
Total. .................... _ ........... $2,725.71 
• }'ou also rt!ceive traucl allurcances from your home to /Jasic and Aduancecl Camp train-
inJ,; si~e!3. lA'hile i11 camp. you f,Ji!t fc~ucl. l~ul}filll-f. cluthilll-! ancl emerJ.!etlcy medical care. 
These amounts will vary ·according to length of school term. 
You can earn $100 per month for up ·to 10 months a year,.but 
the average term is 9 months. In most instam;es, the total will 
exceed $2, 700.00 . 
. Now, what about your committment or obligation if you 
enroll in A.:lvanced Army ROTC? First;:you make no commit-
tment when you attend the Basic Camp. This is the time you 
can discover first hand whether Army ROTC i~your thing.· 
'· AQd it gives us an opportunity to·determine if you're good-
.· .•• :-. 
1
, ~(fic~r m~terial. Frankly, t~~ B~~ic Q.aniP. ~s rough; it's 
_ ,' -.d~.m~nding both physically and mentally. So you have the 
option ofquittingwhenever,you like. We'll even pay your 
transportation back home. 
· ·If you successfully complete the Basic Camp, you are 
, ' · · · -eligil:.?le for the Advanced Course. At .'that time, you must 
. agr~e to s~rve a minimum of 3 mpnths o~ Active Duty plus 
the normal obligation in the Army Reserve. Or, you can take 
2 years Active Duty with a reduced active Reserve obligation. 
In either case. you'll earn full pay and allowances as an 
officer. (Approximately $10,000 annually.) 
Those are the basic facts. There are a number of pro-· 
grams which might interest you. Mail this coupon 
for facts about Army ROTC. Or, visit us so we 
can talk it over. 
Your Army ROTC earning may 
not pay all your costs for those 
final 2·years. But they'll.take a healthy 
bite out of the high cost of learning! 
Army ROTC Learn what 
it takes to lead. 
ARMY ROTC. 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY 
(:incinnati, Ohio: 45107 
CALL Captain Schiess 
Phone (513) 7 .. S.3646 
-· 
" 
'" 
. Hear Jazz. at its Best! 
Straight from New Orleans! 
PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND 
March 9, 8 p.m. Theatre· 
All seats reserved. Tickets $6 to benefit 
Orlando Music Scholarships. Send check 
payable to College of Mount St. Joseph 
with stamped self-addressed envelope to 
the Music Department. 
Tickets also on sale at door. 
COLLEGE OF MOUNT ST. JOSEPH 
Mount St. Joseph, Ohio 45051 
244-4863 
. .............................. . 
• • i GERMAN- I 
: . 
:· ···SPANISH : 
: : 
: ~ S X.U. Summer Programs Abroad t 
. : 
: Elementary, Intermed-iate, Advanced. . __ : 
Modern Language'courses; Literature * 
and-civilization courses. -~ 
BOGOTA- COLOMBIA ., - ~ 
4 weeks - 3 semester credits - $555. t 
8 weeks - 6 semester credits - $855. ~ 
STROBL - AUSTRIA 4 
7 weeks - 12-14 semester credits - _$1500 -~ 
Included: Tuition - Room - Board 
Airlines ticket - Acitivities 
Call: Department of Modem Languages- 745-3628 ~ 
Alter Hall. Room 1 04-C · j 
.................... ~ ...... ... 
Xavier N-• 
' 
The Brock, An Artist's Conception ••• 
''The impressive horizontal line~ of the building will show to excellent advantage on the terraced sight 
selected .at the northern extremuy of the East campus ... combining Xavier's traditional architectural 
style with a modern expression of line, trim, and proportion. In color, surface texture and overall 
character Brockman Mall will blend perfectly with the present group of Tudor Gothic buildings that line 
that East rim of the campus" . .. 1953 Yearbook 
••• Its Ledgewood Entrance 
•·:.·: 
Proposed Student Center ••• 
Groundbreaklng ••• 
Members of the 1963 
Student Council assist 
in "a unique" ground· 
breaking ceremony. "The student center will contain a spacious cafeteria, a modern theatre, a snack bar, an activities center, lounges, a game room, 
the placement bureau, and the offices of the President of the University" . .. 1964 Yearbook · 
By MARY ANN BUESCHER 
M .. qlng Edllar 
Xavier of the Future: 
Past and Present 
.. 
~ 
The expansion of Xavier's 
physical plant can be seen graphical-
ly sketched in those annals of 
collegiate life, the Musketeer Year-
book. Not only do the yearbooks 
show the architect's drawings and 
the polish of the newly-finished 
building, but they also capture the 
optimism which accompanied 
Xavier's building boom during the 
Fifties and Sixties. · Each new 
building was greeted as a symbol of 
) 
Xavier's material progress. 
"Brockman Hall, named for the 
Very Reverand Hubert F. 
Brockman, S.J., President of the 
University from 1922 to /930, is the 
newest unit of the dormitory system 
at X. U., and ·will have ac-
comodations for 300 students. The 
impressive horizontal lines of the 
building will show to excellent ad-
vantage on the terraced site selected 
at the northern extremity of the East 
Campus. Architect Albert V. 
Walters, A./.A., who designed the 
Shrine of Our Lady, the ROTC Ar-
mory, ~nd Logan Hall, has com-
bined Xavier's traditional architec-
tural style with a modern expres-
sionofline, trim, and proportion. In 
color, surface texture, and overall 
character Brockman Hall will blend 
perfect~v with the pres.•m group of 
Tudor Gothic building:; that line the 
East rim of the t·ampus." 
(Musketeer, 1953.) 
When Alter Hall was opened in 
1960, it was similarly greeted with an 
optimistic response. 
"December 4, /960, marked the 
beginning of a new era in education 
for Xavier Universill• wit/1 the 
dedication of the Karl J. Alter 
Classroom BuildinK." 
Plans for the University Center 
were first announced in the 1963 
yearbook, and t.he center was opened 
in 1965. Erected at a cost of$2,250,· 
000, the center brought under one 
roof facilities and services formerly 
scattered across the entire campus. 
"At the beginning of the school 
year, the signs of progress could be 
seen on the campus. With the im-
provement of the physical face ofthe 
campus came the rebirth of student 
spirit. The oncoming semester was 
looked forward to, as students were 
beginning to believe in the reality of 
the changing times. The new and 
first University Center provided 
recreation facilities which were un-
heard of in the past. Husman Hall 
was completed in lime for residency 
and the students occupied it with 
enthusiasm and amazement. With 
ihe new buildings came a spirit of 
pride. Xavier had something which 
she was proud to dilplay. Her new 
buildings could be compared to the 
finest of other universities and her 
students boasted of a spirit of 
brotherhood and unity unparalleled 
in other universitie.\·." (Musketeer, 
1966.) . 
The Paul L O'Connor Sports 
Complex will join the ranks of new 
buildings, Xavier's first architectural 
product of the Seventies. It is too 
soon to tell what sort of reaction 
from the students will accompany 
the opening of another unique struc-
ture on Xavier's campus . 
O'Connor Sports Complex· 
rs ... 
Thuraday, March 4. ~ 976 
"Well. here's 10 the next /ll'o million" . .. 1964 Yearbook 
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Dedication, quality make XU Players u~usual 
Phe nom e non: An unusual, significant, or unauountable fact or oc· 
- curence; a marvel. 
-The American Heritage Dictionary 
casional rough edge here or there will sometimes betray the inadequacy of 
their budget. 
~inbn 
Jmagine the ideal student organization. Jts office.is almost constantly staff· 
ed, even during class hours. Jts ten to twenty core members, many of whom 
are commuters and who hail from a wide variety of majors, devote eight to 
twelve hours a day to their organization. Even the mosJ apathetic member 
commonly gives three or four hours of his time each day, for weeks at a time. 
The organization is heavily community-oriented, often pursuing city-wide 
projects and campus undertakings simultaneously. Jt sets its goals and 
deadlines early the previous year and keeps all its commitments, whatever the 
obstacles. 
Yet despite their pitiful annual budget, despite an appalling lack·of support 
from the academic departments which should be placing a premium on 
theatre, and despite a usually disappoi~ting lack of interest from the Xavier 
community, the Players continue to bring together hundreds of diverse arts 
and crafts into visually. exciting.· clockwork-iight performances--:-on 
schedule. year after year. _ 
The Players commonly work with guest directors from all over Cincinnati. 
Combined with their high-school matinee performances and their coopera~ 
tion with Cincinnati Children's Theatre, this gives Players a record of com-
munity involvement that most X.U. activities only dream of. 
At Xavier. such an organization would surely be a phenomenon. 
And, difficult as this may be to believe, at Xavier such an organization ex· 
ists. 
That organization is the Xavier Players. producers of three or four dramas 
and musicals each year. 
Now, Players' productions aren't perfect. listen closely to their musicals 
and you will sometimes re~ret Xavier's lack of a music department. An oc· 
The Players will present lternard Shaw's "The Devil's Disciple" this Fri· 
day, Saturday. and Sunday, as well as next Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, 
in the University Center Theatre at 8 p.m. They deserve your support. 
Admission is free with X.U. JD, so why not set aside an evening for the 
Players? Not only will you be treating yourself to some fine theatre. but you'll 
be able to enjoy the rare sight of a large number of Xavier students working 
together on a complicated task, and doing it just exactly right. Jt does 
-happen. 
... Even if it is a phenomenon. 
-T.F. 
~-------------------·------· «8r~~ 
(A reprint of an essay from the March, 1912, Xavier Athenaeum:) 
"Nothing in years has so stirred the enthusiasm of St. Xavier men, 
as the purchase by the College of the former Avondale Athletic Club 
property. 'A new life for old St. Xavier' is the first thought of every 
alumnus. 
The site on which shaD rise a greater St. Xavier, is a fine tract of 
twenty-six acres, in the heart of Avondale, Cincinnati's most 
beautiful suburb. The property lies on Danaavenueand the Winding 
Way, within a few squares of numerous car lines, and equally con-
venient to those two pulsing arteries of travel, the Reading road and 
Montgomery pike. The ground itself is ideally suited to college pur-
poses. On the east and west are high level plateaus, between which ex-
tends a broad valley-one of nature's beauty spots. The athletic fields 
are in the base of the valley-gridiron, ball diamonds, swimming 
pool, tennis courts-a campus perfect. 
The steep hills, covered with virgin growth, rise on each side ofthe 
athletic fields, forming a natural amphitheater. To the north and 
south, through the generosity of the Bragg estate, from which the 
college purchased, the city has acquired great stretches of land for 
park purposes. The Park Board intends to proceed in the spring on its 
happily conceived idea of constructing wide boulevards to connect 
the various city parks. For many miles through the valley, there will 
be a double boulevard, each branch ninety feet wide. One skirts the 
base of the hill immediately east of the athletic fields, the other runs. 
of what is now the Wiriding Way. The new St. Xavier will thus rise in 
a wild and picturesque spot, surrounded by parkways, yet in a loca-
tion which was chosen first because it was the very center of Cincin-
nati and its suburbs. 
The Avondale Athletic Club, to whose property the college 
succeeds, was in its day, one of the city's most exclusive and successful 
organizations. The club was formed in 1899. During its brief period 
of existence-financial troubles caused disbandment in July, 1903-
. its football and baseball teams were champions of this and the sur-· 
rounding territory. The club home, a large and attractice brick 
building of colonial design was the scene of many a festive gathering. 
Its spacious dance and banquet halls made it a popular social center. 
But gaiety has given place to serious concerns; for the ':fance floor 
has been divided into class rooms, and the banquet hall converted to a 
chapel. The College Academy, formerly situated on Gilbert avenue, 
moved into its new home in January, to the delight of the student 
body which, during the course of the remodeling, has an anticipatory 
eye upon bowling alleys and athletic fields. The building answers the 
present needs; the grounds are ample for all time. _ _ 
For the future, what may we not hope? Medical and scientific 
buildings, an arts department, a library-massive piles rising on the 
·eastern eminence-these are prospects which the years shall realize. 
Dangers indeed must be braved in a launching of new departments. 
But the time is ripe; the support of St. Xavier's loyal sons and the 
guidance of her able rector, who already has done so much, spells.sure 
success. May that not be a distant day, when we behold old St. Xavier 
------along the western edge of the college property, occupying the location a university in very truth." -WalterS. Schmidt, '05 _____ ,._ 
~all It ·Progress 
The 
End 
'-----------------'---------__;~----:--1"----~.;_....., _____ .__ _____ l_ ___ --:' _________ _r, ,) 
muter council was communication. Upon receipt of this information, type of commuter activism. After all. "f 
Commuters ·not 
given support 
The newsletter was decided upon as a new budget was drawn up and sub- commuters represent approximately 
the best way to achieve this goal. mitted to the Board for review. This two-thirds of the student enrollment 
l-lowever, when the Xavier budgctwasapprovcd,whichgave atXavier.Therefore,allwewishto 
printshop delivers the letters days commuter council enough money to do is represent the silent majority 
late. they're sure to be out-dated by send four newsletters. 1 as~ you, who . have far too. long been· 
the time they are delivered. Mr. Flynn and all Xavier students, overlooked. t t Tom Flynn's article "Go Grill e ers Yourself," (XU News March 26) • · . . ,.,_ .... may have left som~uestion in the To explain the total dis· minds of Xavier students as to the appearance of the newsletter- just 
status of the "commuteractivisis:":HC .~sk the Student Fillancial)Joard 
how is a commuter council· to We consider this stand to be pro· 
operate without money and a Finan- Xavier a~d for the gcod of all. Y-es• 
cia I Board which sees no worth in its Mr. Flynn, as "dull" a!; vou think it is 
very esse'n~e? ' ·• . bei~g a commuter, we still car~' .. 
'";(; 
Pege10 
maialso have caused a new student. who dubbed it "notworthwliile"and 
interest in the problems faced by all allocated no money whatsoever for 
Xavier·· students as ·well' as com-· commuter council' to· function· and 
routers. communicate with the verypeople it 
The basic goal of this year's com-. represents! 
' · ': .,,_. '· aboutXavier·and will contin'ue to le~.l' 
It may~~'n be that "it's dull being it ~~. ~IT~w.?;~~~tT!w0.:emdHoessok.1a~.m~; p, .• 76 ·a commuter at Xavier" as' you stated 
in· you'r ·article. Thus; you have ·Jan Wissel, '77 
recognized the very need for some xavier New• 
: 
area about two acres big by up to seven stories phone: calling 745~3fl36 puts you in contact their names. provide the same kind of people 
high. only with the Business Office, who will call to X.U. that mo.\"/ security c6ntractors furnish 
But State law says Xavier must have a Security. maybe ·- unless the excitement gets their clients . to quote a source within Securi-
s'ecurity force. so we have one. But Mulligan's too intense. One student witnessed a bad traf~ ty. "the dregs of humanity." If you don't 
law apparently says, "Ignore it; and maybe it'll fie accident on Dana Avenue and called 3636 believe it. kindly read on: 
go away." :. 1 • . . for Securitv to radio for ambulances. The l'sychologists tell us that a career in con-
For example. the University of Cincinnati's woman wh~ answered - whose first duty. tract security appeals to much .the same men-
security force :ha!.< fifiy-si:ven full~tiine ·men, after all. is to be Mr. Stadtmiller's office tality as do careers in armed robbery. loan-
twenty-five. with police. commissions. Until secretary ·- became. so flustered when she sharking. and forcible rape. Few rent-a-cop . 
four weeks ago. X.U. Security had only four. learned people were hurt that valuable time outfits can find men who exceed this lowest 
When a costly closed-circuit TV system was was lost while this "emergency number common denominator-- and Transcontincn-
stole!J from Joseph Hall - a theft that h<~s operator" tried to compose herself enough to tal is no exception. Weekday men have 
been ke.pt secrd until now - the· U nivers.ity handle an emergency. "God forbid if any real described the Transcon men to me as "former 
fina:tly added another man, for a total of five emergencies ever·came up," warns one Sccuri- skid-rows," "rescue-mission . people," . and 
officers, all commissioned. (Before this hiring. ty employee. . "grade school drop-outs." 
only one security guard was on duty during the Security's image problem is the result of a A Tran~continental man once got lost 
peak campus crime period, 3-11 p.m.). University policy not to use its own cops on patrolling the Fieldhouse and had to be talked 
· U.C. security .spends $130,000 a year on weekends. Instead we use contract security - back to the main campus by two-way radio. '.Th'~.'.changing of the guard · equipment alone . .To. service the Xavier cam- rent-a-cops - specifically, Transcontinental The famous officer who. faced with a student 
pus. a tenth the size and population of U .C.'s, Security. Transcontinental recently purchased injured at the Haunted House who required 
· •· ·"·by Tom Flynn X:U.Security gets to squander a whole thou- quick transportation to Good Samaritan, 
The students of Xavier University made a sand bucks. a year, if they're lucky. "If didn't know where the hospital was, was a 
mistake when they confused apparent security anything break~." says orie Securityeinployee, Transcon man. And there was always the day 
with real security. Of course, these sime ''We have to root around in other people's last year when Metropolitan (as Transcon-
Xavler. studer;ts also managed to confuse budgets or go without.'' And Security never tinental was then called at Xavier) sent us a 
Xavier security with realsecurity • Butthatisa. sees a. cent .from parking tickets, either. new man - and asked us to send him back 
eulogy In itself. U .C. has three prowl cars. Our alleged vehi- later that ve.ry day - because he was wanted 
-from a proposed eulogy for Xavier Un- cle was once publicized .as a full-equipped by the FBI. . 
iverslty presented last year in this space "ambulance" - the most advanced medical How can the X.U. Security situation be im-
Xavier Security is. often viewed with amused equipment this blue station wagon has ever proved'! First, the Administration must treat 
contempt by the average M uskie:. they res- carried was one (I) pillow and one( I) blanket. Security as a vital part of the Xavier communi-
pond to calls slowly, they are often slovenly No stretcher, no oxygen _...:. not even a red ty, and not as an annoying, empty exercise of 
and .offensive on weekends, and for all those blinking light on .top.. compliance to state law. That means a bigger 
expensive parking tickets they write, they sure You see, Xavier mounted a yellow blinker . budget, more men. better equipment. · 
have cruddy equipment. on our "ambulance" after two red blinkers.· Transcontinental Security has to go. A new 
All these charges may be true. But if these were stolen- at $60 per. Nobody's stolen the company servicing our basketball games, 
conditions anger you, don't vent your wrath yellow one yet, but' under the la~s of Ohio a. Sileo, somehow provides· sharp. young, 
on that poor X.U. cop you find ticketing your vehicle with a yellow flasher is not an eniergen- · professional-looking college-graduate types. 
-car in the parking lot of a ·Wednesday after- cy vehicle- it's a "maintenance" vehicle. (But Sileo deserves a crack at the weekend contract. 
noon. It's not his fault. then, our "ambulance" is a maintenance vehi- Even better would be enough expansion of 
Like most of Xavier's shortcomings, cle, a source reminds.·me. Even though it X.U. Security to permit the use of full-time 
Security's problems. can be almost directly seldom runs, ··jt\s' gone'' through three men on weekends. , .. 
traced to that ultimate fountainhead of in-· transmissions - and its'.'performance was es- As a stopgap measi:ue; maybe we should 
. termediate inadequacy- our upper-echelon . pecially disappointingrthislwinter, probably restore two year's ago's system where Work 
J. Administration. . . because nobodye~erput.fresh antifreeze in it.) Study students armed only with radios helped 
According to one source deep within Budget and 3quipmenf! are not all of in patrolling the dorms.· 
Security, Fr. Mulligan do.csn't even want a Security's problems: try to cail them But something has to be done. and soon-
campus securityforce. If notfora state law re- sometime. At night, you dial 745-3201 and security thi!! spotty is unforgiveable at an in-
quiring universities in Ohio to furnish their often wait five or six· rings for an answer. stitution whose constant tuition increases 
own security, one source says,M ulligan would "Eileen Rahe's night people have definitely o'ur old contractor, Metropolitan Security of seem more than capable of supporting a com-
gladly leave our fair campus in the hands of · deteriorated since last year, in the area of Cincinnati, without change in management or plete S. W .A. T. team completely complete 
the rapidly-shrinking Cincinnati municipal answering that phone quickly," charges one in the quality of service: poor. Transcon~s with helicopters, motorcycles. and a complete 
police force- even thoughX.U. compresses Security man. Xavier managers, who I'll call Arnold Feltner installation of SAM missiles. 
the population of several city blocks into an Security doesn't even have its own daytimF and Fred Gilviglia. mainly because those are How secure do you feel right now'! 
Mr. President ----'--r-::=-:-::-:-::::-==---==-==:-:::::::-::::--r-;;;;;:-;;::-:::;:-~-OF:;:;:-;;;:::;;-;;;~;:--,- .,..-.,.,.,""",-....-:--:-:-=-=--....=-:;;----r.-:-:::7-;:;::'-::o~::.-:-::FA=T:::Ht:::-:fl~u:::,E:;;:{bg=re:-, z::-;;:ll~:::flu:::z:-~e 
WELL F'llTIIf~ ijiEFOIITE HEliE 1111£ THE lT LOOKS AS IT TH"" 
F'IUAl BtOEPIIIUTS FOil THE •loJBCHDNZl~· BvT I THOuGIIT OfHIIUDED ~ THII/6S RE/105 IJOkl HAKES SEIJSE, IT IAA'15 " IT IS OULY OUT OF f\ SIIJCfff COIICEI21J 
SkYWALk CIUfHA , WE HRIIf HRO TO IT wAs GOIUG BE Clll', lT !MIS (01U6 IT oc.s£1JT uo E/ISV OECISI()IoJ UIHHlJUlltr' Sti'IIIRLIC CtiJEHR. UfJJI I ~~~ FOI. KRVIEI's Etf'RUDIIi6 fiJIUIE THIJT Wu 
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.Carriage 
House:~·· 
rings for keeping the horses, as well 
as bars for drying blankets. 
For the fifty-two students and two 
Jesuits crowded in Marion Hall in 
the late fifties and early sixties; the 
Carriage Hou·se provided an answer 
to many problems. "My mouth used 
to water at the place," Felten recalls. 
By MAN\' ANN BtJ•:scH•:H "1 wanted Carriage House for the 
M•naurng Edllor • much -needed lounge and 
The Carriage House art gallery recreational facilities at Marion." 
has not had a long lifetime on this T~ere. were obst~cles ~reventing 
campus, and it appears that student. Mar~on s expanswn .m.to the 
:support for the gallery is essential for Carnage Hous~. The butldmg wa_s 
its continuation. The Carriage needed by _Mamtenance, a~d until 
House, located behind Marion Hall the completion of Alter H~ll tn 1960, 
ltn Marion Ave., houses the orily extr~ space was. a prectous com-
collection of paintings at Xavier Un- · .mo~tty. ~ room 111 the basement of 
iversity accessible to students. Yet 
the Carriage House has only been 
open to the Xavier community once 
this year. · 
Rev. John N. Felten, S.J. recalled 
his fir~t impressions of the Carriage 
House when he first arrived to live at 
Marion Hall in 1958. The Carriage 
House at that time was being used as 
a storehouse for the Maintenance 
Department. According to Felten, 
the house was filled with an assort-
.Jj\\!nt of homeless items from all ~ver 
•tie. University, including vats of 
chemicals from the Chemistry 
Depa~tment. a variety of war surplus 
equipment, an airplane motor, army 
radios!, and plenty· of broken fur-
niture! 
Th~ physical appearance of the 
house was still that of a "carriage 
house." One side of the front of the· 
building .had barn doors through 
which the horses could exit, while 
• i· 
the Armory, called Armory 5. was that was left from the renovations of 
used as a classroom before the open- . the chapel, Felten hired "a couple 
ing of Alter Hall. When this room handy kids" who built the new cen-
was no longer needed for tral staircase. 
classrooms. the room and its built-in William A. Rudd. Sr .• a promi-
loading dock were. transferred to the nent insurance man in Cincinnati, 
Maintenance Department. . helped with some of the additional 
Maintenance was out of the problems. The Carriage House was 
·Carriage House, but there were still completely rewired through his con-
barriers preventing students from · tributions. As for the water problem, 
living in the Carria"·'iduse. For ex- the: University agreed to run a 
ample, there was nettuer water nor waterline to . the Carriage House 
electricity. and no staircase to these- ·provided that six students could be 
cond floor. Felten began a round of housed there. The first students 
"begging" for contributions for im- moved upstairs in the Carriage 
provements in Marion Hall (the House in September, 1964. 
creation of a chapel in first floor) and So me time shortly after this, 
the Carriag~ House. With t~e ~~ney Felten. Rud~. and Ed Vonderhaar~ / .··~.~ .'~¥:: .:..~?;~,/ •. 
. . _, ',''' 00'< 
.c. othe.r side's large'r do~r provided 
easy access for carriages .. The. room 
on the left side still had ihe stalls and 
T House. . . · • . , . . .. . . , . . . . . . .. ·· · .. .. . . . 
From a .ftable for horses io ~storage .facility lo an Art Gallery, X avie(s Carriagt' '!OII.\'t' i.f seen as a ".vma/1 atlempt to 
civilize the barbarian," even though it was opened to the ·.uudem.v on(!· om't' tim year. 'Ill' ThurldiV,, .M1rch 4, 1 871 
FlO lfAJOil£11 OE 1 · 
GLOiliAH, Hilt PllfSIOEIIT. 
\ 
\ 
Vice-President · for Development. 
formed their own "Fine Arts Ac-
quisition Committee.~· There were 
some paintings in the Fine Arts 
Room in Albers Hall; these were 
relocated in the ground floor rooms 
of the Carriage House. R udd loaned 
several paintings from his private 
collection to the University, and the 
Carriage House Gallery was opened 
in 1965. 
Rudd alternated the paintings in 
the gallery with those in his home', so 
that students were able to see a 
greater variety of paintings. Several 
special collections were arranged by 
Rudd. For example. several paint-
ings by famous artists (Renoir. etc.) 
were borrowed from Park Bernet, a 
well-known auction gallery in New 
York. Another special exhibit dis-
played the w.ork of Potthast, a late 
19th century CinCinnati painter. 
About a year ago, Rudd donated all 
of the paintings which are presently 
on display in the Carriage House to 
the University. 
Felten describes the initiation of 
the Carriage House gallery as his 
own "small attempt to civilize the 
barbarian." The original idea was to 
have students keep up the exhibit. It 
seemed to "become a ch.orc" after a 
while. and people needed to run the 
gallery were increasingly diffiuclt to 
find. As the gallery was :opened less 
and less often, there were many com-
plaints that although there was a fine 
gallery on campus, few students were 
ever able to take advantage of it. 
Similar complaints can· still be 
heard from art buffs in the Xavier 
community. The Carriage House has 
only. been opened once during this 
year. · 
P1ge 11 
The Back P ... is a clulified HCiion 
••allable 10 lfudenls. fecully, 111d 11111 of Xavier 
UniVIflily. Aduhould note•ceed twenty words 
and muat lleaubm~led 1n writing altheUnivlfti-
ly Ctinter lnlormahon Desk c/o The B.:k P .. e 
no laler then lhe Sunday preceding publica! ion. 
Sorry, no ad will be repeated unless resub-
l'llRSt'flf' '7~·ql4. appearance grnup. AM I'M. 
\11r..·hdin\. om• u~ner .. <\skint£ SJMOO. l'all 721:kl392 
1 Hr..•,. I 1H 7:! 1-M I I I I Husiness). 
(;f<l ·\ 1 Ol'f>OR rt>SITY 111 get your head 1npe1h<r 
• allr..·f mid-term e.,ams. lnter-cuJic.·~c." retrc."a! af Jc:suil 
lh•llc'llall'enler M:orc·h 19. 20. 2L Call Paul at HJI-
hllltl. 
I' \K I Y: Saturday. 2 East Husman. ti:JO-'!. 
\\ -\'I El>: Stud~nt Tra\el C:unsultant to book rooms 
1111 (.)u;tlity Inn American. 1055 ~orth federal 
llt~tm:~y. Ft. Lauderdale. 1-=lorida . .1.1.104. Send lener 
111\h~·;uin~ intere"t in rn~itinn. 
II \L Want to try fur <Ill other 100 beers'.' R.R. 
\1' II·.R I'll f. GAME:Thcl'arty! lie there. The Raus. 
I' l'. Ynu ;.He special tun. M.D. 
.., II \'1:: It's definite I~· nuw --- the season "is" o\·er. 
) nur Partner. 
FRO: goats. dotts. and horses, -· what next'! 
'II \'F ANI.H.IZ: Sow )'<>U know wherethe"Pied"in 
1'1\.·d Pip~r cume!\. frum. 
. I I( .-\l'I:Y: l>n \'OU aiWil\'s traHI with \'OUr foot outside 
tht.' c;tr windu~:.! · · · 
~I \ 1\: Jh•" \ 1hc n:~u.•tahlc suup'! Wrilc hack and let 
nh.' ~lhl\\. M.l' .. 
(~~~\It Ill': Hint. hint. Frida)' ni~hl 'isil<>t. 
(oiL\\11 lli'I'SISO: Smiley's Ca"'·ash. Call .wn. 
\\f SOO.\ HE CiO~t:. If\ atmuf timt:. Fuur ,,.~ar~ 
~o.'tlh.'h ~1111 un thL• flip-flup. Scniurilis sulft'n:r." 
ttl II F\"EH. ~~~ humhlc there's nn plaL·e like Xavier. 
I h.111~ (iud. · 
-;I' I ·\KISO OF rilE MainlenanceTask force. when 
'' 'nnh:hudy tzuinlt ttl replace the toilet paper in the 
!!ll'ttnd lluur male's runm. llni\·ersity Center'! A 
lllblrated C(llnnHIICr. 
\ll'l·: \\'here were y11u when the litthts went nn'! Sittnr:d 
l.ll. 
1111· RAIT IIOlJSI'isdcad.longli\ethohai.Signcd 
thr..• Hu~s. 
1111' I'SEXI'ECTEill'kasure re(urns. Tho Ratts. 
I_ Rill.'\\' MARCH S: The Ratll'arty. 
I.\\'. l'lea!rle talk tu me. M.D. 
fALSITY AS DOCTRINE: Union fcllucc is ju•t as 
·l!lliHI .as am· other. and dnes not cost an\' more. Grern 
i·n.•<tk. · . 
1'1'1 I'IH' PEDAL Ia lhe melal. Get ofl' )'Our double 
niL'h•l p<!Cl' of life. watch the picture takers. and find 
\Hille ~Cal l'O\'ers. 
IIIFRI' IS NO honur. lrulh. or God. There are onlv 
pat hl•tic fmlls. who. like lJon Quixote: try to bring back 
that "hich ne\·er existed. · 
1111' l'i\SONIZATION of J.K. will lake place this 
~;uurday in the fieldhouse at I p.m. All are wekome. 
~~!~~~will he tolerated. R.H. 
TO NELSON - Stop Late Night Phone Calls-
Schulyer 
FRIDAY, MARCH 5th (Alter Marquette Game) 
Husman Wing Party- 3rd Floor West $1.00-
"~efreshments provided" 
. T .F. YEAH SURE I II must be dull wailing lor pin-
ball machines to overturn! J.W. · 
SUPPORT Rreen Lodge Brown Rag Lunches: 
Wednesdays at l:lO. Coffee. lea. and cookies. 
COMPLAINERS: Shul up. Your Back Page ads are 
1101 being cut ·- just lost. Xavier News. 
'rHE XAVIER NEWS is really trying lobe posilive. 
winsome. aesthetic. gay. pleasant. etc. If we're dull. 
!hal's why. 
THE JOII Of a newspaper is 10 comforl 1he1ruubled 
and trouhle I he comfortable.-
WOK K ON THE second annual Special Neptivism 
!.sue nf lhe N,..._,, Writers. pholopaphcrs, producm 
wl'lcnme In hig meet ina Friday, March 5 at I :30 in the 
-"''n'.\ office. This is a real ad .. · · 
SAVE $100.00 
NOW 
ON THE PURCHASE OF 
1975 
CUTLASSSUPREMES-MONTECARLOS 
CUTLASSES- MALIBU CLASSICS 
OMEGAS-NOVAS-VEGAS 
SPECIAL OFFER 
FOR XAVIER STUDENTS, 
FACULTY AND STAFF 
MEMBERS ONLY 
--------------------------
THIS COUPON 
~WORTH $100.00 
TOWARDSTHE PURCHASE 
OF ANY OF THE ABOVE 
LOW-MILEAGE CARS 
OFFER GOOD UNTIL· 
MARCH 31, 1976 
--------------------------· 
:QLUMBIA l_ -··· [r 
\\ 
: '-~-~. I. '. •,\ 
9th & Sycamore Sts. • Downtown 
Call 
Roger Banzhaf 
or 
Frank Blfro 
421-4445 
Enter 
from page 5. 
is a less-expensive wood and usually 
has a dull finish. Ladder-back chairs 
and mall tables and desks are often 
made of pine. Poplar and ash are 
usually the inside wood in drawers 
other metals such as lead, steel. etc. and the backs of chests. desks, etc. 
Right now the most desirable They are easy to distinguish because 
pieces on the market are 'brass beds. they have a very hollow sound when 
marble-to~ . wash . stands, signed tapped _ they are lighter in color 
memorab1ha, qu1lts, rookwood also. · 
p~tt~ry, roll-top desks. and all types If you are willing to spend the 
. ol WICker - baskets, chests, cham.~ me, refinishing is the cheapest way 
rockers, lamps. Cannonball brass to get a decent collection of old 
beds and marble-top wash stands items. These pieces often sell way 
preferably black walnut and. roll- below their actural worth because of 
tops are usually upwards of$400.00. the time involved in restoring· a 
Wash stands r~nge from $75.00 to dilapidated chair, table or d_esk. The 
$650:00dependmg~n.thewoodand seven steps to refinishing are I) 
~uahty ~f marble 1f mcluded. An- . Remove old finish; 2) Sand; 3) 
t1que q~llt~ range from $50.00 t~· Repair holes and dents; 4) Stain <!f 
$250.00, quilt coverlets are as low as needed)· 5) Wood filler in cracks (1f $7.50 and $10.00. The fa.mous · needed); 6) Wash coat of shellac; 7) . ~okz~od pott~ry wda~ made mh~h~ Varnish, oil, or wax. "Formby's" is 
. . t.. . ams roo w~o aacto.ry !N IC the best on the market and has a full 
1s now defunct. It IS reco~mzable by line of products. If you are restoring 
the soft blue-green color m many of b . 't "Brasso" 1·s the best h . Th .. k" . k any rass 1 em . 
t. e p1~ces. e roo . 1s a peacoc and found at any supermarket . 
hke btrd usually se~n m a set. . There are a few guidelines that the 
Whe':' out huntmg up a~llque knowledgeable antique and second-
wood p1eces there are a few thmgs to hand furniture seeker would be wise 
remember. Therearesoft-woods.and ·to follow: I) never buy an antique 
hard-wo~s. Hard, open-gramed piece unless you can use it rune-
woods mclude oak, mahog~ny, tionally; 2) Always make an offer 
walnut a~d rosewood. Oak 1s . a lower than the sticker prices: chances 
coar~e-gr~med ~ard woo~ used m are the person is more than wiUing to 
masstve p1eces wtth dull fimshes such get rid of th~ piece at a reduced 
as desks an.d huge. rou.nd tables .. amount; 3) Check around to find the 
Maho~ny 1s open-gramed hard best deal within the limits of time 
wood With gr~at be~uty. Much 18t~ and money; 4) Get someone else's 
century furmt~re 1s mad~ ~f t~1s opinion; this avoids needless impulse 
type. Walnut 1s characterJstJc of a buying. 
tortoise-like shell pattern and is 
usually shellaced for best finish. Pine -Beth Younger 
tltf~ etesant 
Children 
from page 5 
Several of the rriajor roles in the 
production are played by. Xavier 
students. such as Ken Renner as the 
wicked tax collector, and Bill Braun 
as his accomplice; Cathy K vapil 
plays the Mayor's wife. and Dennis 
Howard and Bob Pellegrini are the 
two con-men. Also featured in the 
chorus ·are Mike Kohlmann, Mary 
Linda Mangol4. Shari Stewart, and 
Joyce Schreiber. 
One thing that inspires many of 
the actors in Children's Theatre 
shows is that almost anyone who 
grew up in Cincinnati has seen one of 
their productions when they were 
growing up. As they intended when 
they first' began. the organization's 
prime objective is to welcome 
everyone into the world of the 
theatre and "A Revolutionary 
Romp" is the culminat,on ofthat ef-
fort. -Joyce Schreiber 
Answers 
I. Joe "Doc" Keefe 
2. Jerry Lucas 
3. Adrian Smith. 
4.Wayne Embry. 
5.Fiynn Robinson 
6. Bill Turner and Jim King. 
?.Ken Durrett. 
8.Herm Giiiiam. 
9.Wally Anderzunas. 
10. "Jumpin" Johnny Green 
I I. Draff Young. · 
12. Darral Imhoff. 
~'f,OD jthtpor 
400 OAK AT.BURNET 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45219 
5 minutes from Campus • Now Available 
SINGLE AND DOUBLE ROOMS, AIR CONDITIONED, FURNISHED APARTMENTS AND SUITES 
WITH KITCHENS, FREE PARKING, SWIMMING POOL 
Call 281-3300, Miss Davitt, to se~ our beautiful facilities at special rates for 
F~CULTV, STAFF AND STUDENTS 
Monthly rates, no security deposit. 
BE CAREFUL 
-How· YOU LISTEN 
to the Spirit 1n your life. 
